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ABSTRACT
Social movement theory and research has produced ample works on national movements
and progressive movements, but gaps persist in our understanding of conservative
advocacy as social movements and the ways in which groups which hold power organize
to identify and address challenges to their positions. Through analyzing state-level
conservative social movements, we can examine the marginalizing legislation which
continues to be passed at the cost of LGBT+ groups and the ways in which conservative
social movements form coalitions and support action on conservative issues. While
national-level funding analyses have called attention to the ways class connections
maintain power, there is more work to be done to understand how dominant groups form
coalitions and propel interests onto state legislatures’ agendas. To examine these issues, I
research the monetary and ideological connections between Tennessee state politicians and
conservative social groups. Through a binary logistic regression, I attempt to answer the
questions: (1) “Does funding from anti-LGBT organizations predict politicians’ voting
practices at the state-level?”, and (2) “Does funding from anti-LGBT organizations predict
politicians’ likelihood of sponsoring anti-LGBT legislation?” The results of these
regressions are analyzed in the context of their implications towards policy and the role of
monetary connections in setting politicians’ agendas. Furthermore, I perform a critical
discourse analysis utilizing collective action framing to contextualize monetary
relationships and examine how conservative ideas are relayed to the public to garner
support. This discourse analysis serves to deepen the contextualization of anti-LGBT+
agendas and the passage of such laws.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
How can we understand the ways conservative social movements influence policy? To understand
their influence, we must keep in mind the characteristics of conservative movements, how they
grow their coalitions, and how they influence or appeal to politicians to enact social change. I use
Goodwin and Jasper’s definition for social movements, that they are a “collective, organized,
sustained, and non-institutional challenge to authorities, powerholders, or cultural beliefs and
practices” (2015). I further denote the difference between conservative and progressive
movements following the definitions used by McVeigh and Estep (2019), who define conservative
movements by their interest in retaining power and their rejection of changes to status quo power
arrangements. Progressive movements attempt to gain rights and resources previously withheld,
and conservative movements seek to defend privileged access to rights and resources.
Given conservative social movements are those which often hold power, when and how do
they organize to promote or resist social change? I approach this question through the economic,
social, and political markets of power described in the power devaluation model (McVeigh and
Estep 2019). The power devaluation model posits that conservative movements emerge as a
response to a real or perceived loss of power within these markets. While conservative groups may
align with dominant social groups and have ready access to assets which facilitate mobilization,
they are not constantly mobilized in the form of a conservative social movement. Instead, as
progressive changes are advocated for and prior power structures are disrupted, dominant groups
experience a devaluation of their power. This devaluation may occur as a decrease in demographic
dominance in voting citizens, such as the decrease in Christian affiliation which signals a loss of
power in Protestant votes (McVeigh and Estep 2019:167).
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The legalization of gay marriage in 2015 was a major signal to religious conservatives of
a devaluation of power, as the Supreme Court ruled in such a way that denied the social
conservative stance against same sex marriage and states’ rights to discriminate based on samesex partners’ rights. This coincides with the devaluation of the Christian right’s political and social
power, as affiliation in the US declined eight points from 2007-2014 according to Pew.
Additionally, in 2016 following the legalization of same-sex marriage, the Brookings Institute
reported that 77% of Trump supporters viewed discrimination against Christians in the United
States as a major problem (McVeigh and Estep 2019:167-169). As LGBT+ minority groups gain
ground at the federal level, they face a conservative backlash which emerged in response to these
gains, and which continues to propel the proposal and passing of conservative state legislation that
targets LGBT+ communities and attempts to deny their legality in American society. This denial
of LGBT+ people may be framed as a religious denial, but as laws are passed it grows into new
forms of government-sponsored inequality and injustice.
Laws which target LGBT+ communities are a product of conservative backlash and are
advocated for by conservative movement organizations interested in promoting anti-LGBT+ social
and political changes, including the Family Research Institute, the World Congress of
Families/International Organization for the Family, Public Advocate of the United States, The Pray
in Jesus Name Project, and more (Anon 2021). However, the ways in which anti-LGBT+
organizations influence legislation is unclear. The legislation passed in 2021 targeting LGBT+
issues occurred at the state level across various states in contrast with national liberal trends on the
issues (Anon 2021). To understand how this legislation is promoted I will examine the case of
Tennessee, one of the Human Rights Campaign Report’s top 5 states leading the charge in passing
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anti-LGBT+ legislation (2021). To understand how this legislation is promoted and passed I
inquire into the markets of power wherein political alliances may take different forms. First, I
examine the material connections between TN General Assembly members and anti-LGBT+
groups. Secondly, I examine the discoursal patterns and relationships between statements
regarding the “bathroom bills” Tennessee has passed.
LGBT+ ISSUES OF JUSTICE AND INEQUALITY
LGBT+ is an acronym which encapsulates the range of genders and sexualities beyond
conventional binaries of heterosexual and cisgender people. This acronym invokes various images
and concepts of social relations, which ultimately connotes those who fall outside of the
conventional gender and sexual binaries of American society. LGBT+ not only evokes a
connotation of the “abnormal” or marginalized gender and sexual orientations, but also describes
measurably marginalized categories of people who face differential treatment and outcomes. In
the following section, I will describe some of the effects of this differential treatment, to give
context and explain why continued attacks on LGBT+ rights should be of major concern to
scholars concerned with justice, equality, and the state’s role in promoting or preventing both.
LGBT+ people are 6 times more likely to experience violence in their life (Heinze 2021).
They are 2.5 times more likely to undergo violence by a stranger than non-LGBT+ people, and
transgender people have an increased risk of sexual violence with 50% of transgendered
individuals having been sexually assaulted at least once in their life (Anon 2020; Heinze 2021).
FBI data shows that in 2019 hate crimes against LGBT+ people rose, and they are comparatively
more likely to experience police brutality, with transgendered people seven times more likely to
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be victims of police brutality than cisgender people (Heinze 2021). The rates of violence are
staggering.
Inequality is either prevented or permitted via state actions. 11 states permit state-licensed
child welfare agencies to refuse to place and provide services to children and families including
LGBT+ people and same-sex couples on religious reasons, regardless of other discrimination laws
(Anon 2021). 18 states and 4 territories have no explicit protection against such discrimination; 5
states and 1 territory prohibit discrimination in foster care based on sexual orientation only, and
27 states and D.C prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity (Anon
2021). To combat violence, hate crime laws are likewise missing in various states. While 4 states
have no hate crime laws, 13 states do not include sexual orientation or gender identity under
existing law, and 11 states enumerate only sexual orientation but exclude gender identity (Anon
2021).
The Human Rights Campaign reported that 2021 posed to break records in anti-LGBT+
legislation with more than 259 bills being introduced across the nation (2021). As of July 2021,
15 such bills passed: 6 anti-transgender sports participation bans, 2 bills allowing for exclusion of
literature which mentions or discusses LGBT people or issues in public schools, 5 religious refusal
bills allowing for discrimination on religious grounds in various settings, 1 anti-transgender bill
prohibiting students from using gender-affirming facilities, and 1 anti-transgender bill requiring
businesses with public bathrooms to post signs regarding their policy regarding gendered bathroom
access. With 15 bills passed, 2021 matched the last highest count of the decade from 2015, and
others remain on governors’ desks and in committees where they may soon surpass prior year
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records. Tennessee alone passed five of these bills and introduced 70 similarly exclusionary pieces
of legislation over the past few legislative sessions (Anon 2021).
While Obergefell v. Hodges provided the landmark case through which the United States
federally legalized same-sex marriage, scholars have noticed that this did not mark a trend in
consistently progressive legislation. Velte in 2017 notes that "For example, since Obergefell, a
wave of explicitly anti-LGBT laws has been proposed or passed in several states-these laws
include "bathroom bills" that target transgender people and bills that expressly allow for-profit
businesses to discriminate against LGBT people based on religious beliefs." Although bullying of
LGBT+ students lead to them feeling unsafe in school, lawmakers in Missouri and South Dakota
have banned enumeration, identifying harassment based on sexual orientation or gender, in their
anti-bullying statutes, which if enumerated would support the defense of LGBT+ students from
such harassment (GLSEN 2015; Kosciw et al., 2016; Lai, Presser, and Schally 2019). While Lai,
Presser, and Schally note that “Homophobic discourse and attitudes do not have the widespread
currency they once did in the West (Charlesworth & Banaji 2019; Loftus, 2001; McCormack &
Anderson, 2010)”, we see still a swathe of anti-LGBT+ legislation continue to emerge at the state
level.
Tennessee is among those states at the forefront of efforts to restrict LGBT+ people through
exclusion or allowance of harms. The Tennessee legislature across the last several sessions
introduced 70 similar pieces of legislation (Anon 2021). As the One Hundred Twelfth General
Assembly adjourned on May 5, 2021, for its seven-month hiatus, it had successfully passed six
different anti-LGBT+ laws: SB 126, SB 657, SB 1224, SB 1367, SB 1229, and SB 228. These
bills furthered the anti-LGBT+ conservative agenda by: prohibiting the providing of physical and
5

mental therapy to transgender individuals below the age of 18; prohibiting transgender students
from participation in sports on teams which align with the gender in which they identify;
prohibiting transgender students from the use of school facilities in accordance with the gender in
which they identify; and, mandated that public and private businesses with open access restrooms
must post signage as to whether they enforce bathroom restrictions on the basis of biological sex.
The signage required of public restrooms, passed in SB 1224, must read
“THIS FACILITY MAINTAINS A POLICY OF ALLOWING THE USE OF
RESTROOMS BY EITHER BIOLOGICAL SEX, REGARDLESS OF THE DESIGNATION ON
THE RESTROOM”.
If the business is found to not follow this law, which came into effect on July 1, 2021, they are
subject to unspecified action against them. One wonders, how will the Tennessee General
Assembly monitor whether bathrooms are used by transgender and nonbinary people, and how
will it ensure that businesses vet those who use their restrooms if the signage is not posted?
The legislation that emerges from the TN General Assembly is not the product of whims
nor the result of looming threats or pressing needs. Tennessee House Speaker Cameron Sexton
conceded there may not be any transgender students participating in middle and high school sports
even at the time it was passed, but said the bill was necessary for the state to be “proactive” (Crary
and Whitehurst, 2021). The resultant legislation is a staked flag that marks the state’s coalition
with anti-LGBT+ interests, and which calls for the inquiry into the networks necessary to produce
such exclusionary policy. U.S. religious conservative movements have aligned with Republicans
since the 1980s over stances on gender and sexual orientation (McVeigh and Estep 2019, 86).
Today we see the products of this alliance in exclusionary legislation.
6

I aim to further research on the relationship between conservative social movements and
institutional politics by studying the Tennessee anti-LGBT+ laws, their functions towards
exclusion, and their advocacy. As Blee and Creasap note, examining conservative movements
ought to be pursued and address the relationship between movements to the spaces, networks, and
subcultures that surround them (2010). Tennessee stands out among states pursuing anti-LGBT+
legislation, making the state ideal for considering questions about the networks that converge to
produce the anti-LGBT+ legislation we see being passed. How are these networks reflected
through monetary connections seen through donations, and shared discourse? What do these
relationships add to our understanding of the way political change is brought about? This work
pursues these questions and analyzes the impact of monetary donations and discourse on shaping
the anti-LGBT+ direction of the Tennessee General Assembly.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

To understand the forces which brought about anti-LGBT+ legislation we must consider the ways
conservative social movements have made their concerns central to the state institutions’ agendas.
Furthermore, I seek to grow understanding on LGBT+ issues and how they are constructed and
promoted in discourse and material interests. This endeavor places this work in dialogue with
theoretical backgrounds on ideology, issue making, material connections, and social movements.
IDEOLOGY
The conceptualization of LGBT+ people, their roles in society, or the threats that an acceptance of
them pose to the current social regime are constructed through group ideologies. To guide critical
actions and movement participants’ understanding, social movements must contain structures of
beliefs and values (Gillan 2008). Social movements must appeal to underlying beliefs to motivate
action (2008). Political groups’ claims to legitimacy are embedded in their ideological frameworks
which often attempt to “own” issues in political discourse (Petrocik 1996; Petrocik, Benoit, and
Hansen 2003). Prior research emphasizes the role of ideology in furthering social movements’
goals. Ideological appeals are necessary to construct positions on issues and draw out action from
sympathetic social actors. A problem must be constructed in such a way that it violates the
prescriptions of social actors’ ideological concepts to the extent that action must be taken to rectify
this violation. A social movement would not exist prior to the ideological justification for its
creation and further mobilization.
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But what is ideology? Terry Eagleton, whose work as a literary and cultural theorist
presents a useful perspective on analyzing ideology within the social realm, writes in Ideology on
the many theoretical approaches to this question (1996). Ideology, Eagleton suggests, is a concept
of modernity (1996:2). Emerging as the study of ideas, ideology connotes the mental processes
which react to and impact humanity’s relationship with their material reality. The implication that
ideas, the fabric with which we weave our realities, is socially constructed by our place and time
lays the groundwork for conceptions of ideology’s role today, and its study within the social
sciences. “The study of ideology…claims to show how ideas are related to real material conditions
by masking or disassembling them, displacing them into other terms, speciously resolving their
conflicts and contradictions, converting these situations into apparently natural immutable,
universal ones,” (Eagleton 1996:6).
When we speak of ideology, we speak of the stories we tell ourselves about the world we
believe in. Beyond the individual to the sociological, ideology is the social reality we are taught
and socialized into from the moment we are born which shape not only our realities but those of
our communities. These social constructs tell us not only who we are, and what our role is, but
shape concepts of what the whole of a society’s many parts ought to look like, could potentially
look like if different, and whether it is right for them to do so. Debate arises on how ideology
comes to be, and its role in our world.
A Marxist stance situates ideology as a function of material reality. While ideology may
aid in the construction of reality from the perspective of the individual, it depends on the material
relations which one faces within reality (Tucker 1978:53). From writings in The German Ideology,
Eagleton draws out how Marx asserts that one can only transform consciousness, the realm of
9

ideas, by transforming the material conditions which create it (Eagleton 1994). It is through
ideology that material conditions are justified and endure, but it is that present structure of material
conditions which drives the necessary appeals and mystifications which occur within ideology. It
is the Marxist conception of ideology that Althusser develops, deriving from psychoanalysts like
Lacan the separation of the ‘real’ and ‘reality’, explaining ideology as the “imaginary relation to
one’s real conditions of existence,” which people are subjected to, but which comes from the real
relationships in one’s own existence (Eagleton 1996:86-113). This stance is notably functionalist,
understanding ideology through the function it serves society’s overall structure, which again are
organized via material relationships.
The concept of ideology is “not confined” to Marxism (Eagleton, 1996:175). Williams
identifies three common versions of ideology present in Marxist writing: (1) a system of beliefs
characteristic of a particular class or group, (2) a system of illusionary beliefs – false ideas or false
consciousness – which can be contrasted with true or scientific knowledge, and (3) the general
process of the production of meanings and ideas (Eagleton 1996: 175). These versions of ideology
are combined and constructed in alternate forms by Marxist writers. Each, however, may find
different implications and uses which contradict traditional Marxist thought. Raymond Williams
highlights that ideology is not independent of material reality, but also challenges the construction
of it as separate and sublimated to material reality as simplistic (Eagleton 1996:179).
As conscious beings, to consider the interpretation of “real life-processes” as independent
of the conceptions which come to understand them is to Williams “an objectivist fantasy,”
(Eagleton 1996:180). Ideology, in this vein, should not be considered as separate from “real
knowledge” (Eagleton 1996:181). In this understanding, ideology takes a more constructionist
10

role, constituting reality as reality constructs ideology itself. Our very understanding of the socalled real knowledge contained in sciences has evolved over time with alterations to our
ideological conceptions of reality (Fausto-Sterling 2000). If our understanding of reality restrains
the possibilities of science, then our concept of reality summed within ideology cannot be
independent from the material reality we interact with. In this understanding, ideology shapes how
we understand and observe objective material conditions which inverts the Marxist assumptions
of material determination on ideology.
Constructionist and functionalist theoretical perspectives each offer valuable insights
through which we understand ideology. Williams acknowledges the value of materialist
conceptions of ideology that theorists such as Marxists bring to the table (Eagleton 1996:176). The
theoretical understanding of the role and relationship of ideology to society must be unraveled
with care. Ideology contributes to the formation of conceptions of reality, and individuals and
groups in turn form and alter ideology. Althusser explains that “individuals must be seen as
‘bearers’ or ‘supports’ of the prevailing relations of production, not as agents capable of initiating
action” and that “the category of the subject [individuals] is only constitutive of all ideology in so
far as all ideology has the function of “constituting” concrete individuals as subjects,” (Callinicos
2007: 275).
In other words, ideology offers itself as the grounds for understanding reality and the role
individuals, Althusser’s “subjects”, play in it. People occupy roles which are conceivable through
the prevailing conceptions of what roles are possible, and what it means to be within that role. As
I pursue the discussion of how groups understand themselves and other groups in society, I suggest
that they do so through the lens of an ideology, which shapes how they understand material
11

relationships and justify their own actions within restricting material conditions. Ideology shapes
both what is possible, and what is conceived of as acceptable or right. However, material
conditions and physical restrictions also shape possibilities for real actions and ideology itself. In
the context of LGBT+ people and conservative movements, I argue that the policies which restrict
LGBT+ people within society come about in part due to the conception of their rightness, as well
as the conception of what it means to be LGBT+. Furthermore, it is the ideological construction
of the conservative, “right” society which is appealed to mobilize social agents to act to exclude
or marginalize LGBT+ people.
ISSUE MAKING
At what point does ideology shift from shaping our understanding of society to providing a call
for social action? Both the form and the content of the ideas must be articulated in such a way that
they appeal to their audience. This process is one of conveying interests, as constituencies ally
with those they believe can represent their interests, and leaders must convince constituencies that
their interests match to produce “coherence” (McVeigh and Estep 2019). This concept of shared
interests, or “issue convergence” helps us to understand how ideological claims are made and
construct concepts of new issues, and furthermore produce material political changes. Issue
convergence, as Velte explains, is the “device through which diverse self-interests of various
political groups overlap in a manner that forms an issue-specific alliance that is capable of effecting
significant policy change,” (Velte 2017).
Interest groups must be able to articulate interests and maintain alliances to effectively
mobilize and initiate change. Lai, Presser, and Schally (2019) discuss some of the theoretical
explanations which address how “claim-makers construct the meaning of a social problem and
12

ultimately rally the support of audiences,” drawing on work from Loseke (2003) which further
draws on Snow and Benford (1988) and Goffman (1974). These works proceed from a framing
perspective, which explains the ideological appeals of movements as a work of framing the issue
in such a way that it crosses conceptual lines and produces the potential for issue convergence.
The construction of a social problem “involves persuading audience members that a particular
social problem is more important than all other demands on our time, worry, and resources; it
involves persuading audience members that a particular set of claims about a particular social
problem is more believable and important than other sets of claims constructing that problem,”
(Loseke 2003, 54; Lai, Presser, and Schally 2019).
Lai, Presser, and Schally also identify that moral tales are uniquely good at rallying support
for a cause, and narratives in general influence actions (2019). In this sense, the form of ideological
appeals aids in establishing connections and assists in effectively conceptualizing issues for a
constituency. Forms of appeals guide the reception of ideological appeals, which must connect in
some way with the underlying ideology of the constituency to whom a connection is attempting to
be made. Bondarouk and Ruel (2004) discuss the ways in which we may approach the perspectives
of such constituencies. Drawing on Thompson’s “moral economy of the poor,” Bondarouk and
Ruel are referring to the ideological perspectives which are grounded within the traditional views
of social norms and obligations, and the proper economic functions of that are attributed to several
parts of the community which are often the basis of mobilization towards social change (Thompson
1971:79; Bondarouk and Ruel 2004). At the point in which social institutions begin to betray the
traditional views of norms and obligations, and further disrupt the economic functions within a
community, such disruptions produce social discontent and a demand for change. While
13

disruptions in material conditions are identified as one such source of discontent, we can also
identify those social norms and obligations are also the basis for such discontent.
Issue making, or framing, may also appeal to previously established ideological groups.
McVeigh and Estep draw upon psychologist Angus Campbell, arguing that party identification is
a lens through which voters view and interpret all issues (2019:60). Party agendas reflect
overarching worldviews in opposition to worldviews of opposing parts, which creates party loyalty
and spurs turnout as constituencies are called to defend their ideological position from competing
ideologies that would produce alternative social changes. Certain groups attempt to “own” issues
to establish their legitimacy (Petrocik 1996; Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen 2003). Groups may also
establish symbols and markers which convey group membership and authenticity, which signals
to members of the group that an ideological appeal is made from an allied constituency and perhaps
reinforces their openness to such an appeal (Brown 2004; Cooter 2006; Simi and Futrell 2009).
Given that issue making is necessary to promote social action, the ways issues are given
shape and explanation must be understood to understand the character of social movements. Issue
making is not limited to material or ideological concerns, which are not mutually exclusive. By
examining both material and immaterial concerns promoted in an issue’s framing I hope to further
enrich this study’s depth in understanding how anti-LGBT+ concerns take shape, are promoted,
and thus lead to policy changes.
MATERIAL CONNECTIONS
While so far in this review I have emphasized that material connections may not necessarily
determine the exact shape of ideological appeals, or how they are made, it is necessary to
acknowledge the real impacts of material conditions on movements and their influence. Material
14

connections are a form of power and define access to resources and aid in solidifying relationships.
Foucault notes that power consists of a multiplicity of specific, localized relationships which
together constitute a social body (Callinicos 2007, 280). A combination of local tactics combines,
‘unintentionally’, in a way that is functional to a particular apparatus of power-knowledge
(2007:280).
Domhoff pursues the question of material power relationships and their impact on policy
(1990). For Domhoff, “the power elite is the leadership group of a segmented capitalist class that
is also a social upper class, and the interests of that social class are both more general and more
narrow than mere “business” interests,” (1990:39). The power elite and the power structure in
which they are embedded may shift in alliances and produce different results over time. Power is
exhibited through economic influences, but these may shift with ideological alliances across
interest groups. I consider ideological alliances not as a uniform agreement or interest in
ideological constructions of reality. Instead, these alliances may be characterized by agreement on
certain goals and interests and some shared ideology alongside diverse interests and goals that
must be addressed or backgrounded to produce shared interests. Alliances between the powerful
and those that are excluded from the economic power elite produces policy which changes the
landscape of societal power relationships. Furthermore, to defend power relationships the
economically powerful “corporate community” may not necessarily be a part of a state apparatus
but maintains an overrepresentation in key institutions (Domhoff 1990:19). I examine the impacts
material influence has on anti-LGBT+ policy. “Campaign finance and politics are concerned
primarily with the filling of offices by particular individuals, which is related to policy in only a
very loose way,” but is related such that it warrants examination (Domhoff 1990:229).
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Economic influence is a source of political power that ought to be examined to assist in
clarifying material alliances. However, it is not the only form of power or influence on political
outcomes that I will consider for this study. McVeigh and Estep find in their analysis of former
President Donald Trump’s election in 2016, that the strongest predictor of communities that voted
for Trump in the primary election was not economic class. Rather than income as the primary
predictor, it was the level of secondary education in a community that predicted whether a county
supported Trump (McVeigh and Estep 2019:105-118). This shows that ideological alliances are
not always predicted along economic interests. However, material interests may not be shared by
different groups, but shared interests may still be conveyed through ideological appeals and
persuasive discourses which close the gap between class differences and promote issue
convergence.
Given the influence of material wealth on political outcomes, this literature provides a
theoretical background for my analysis. Material power in politics is evident through lobbying and
donations to representatives’ campaigns. To test the material presence of anti-LGBT+
organizations in state politics, I perform a binary logistic regression that reports the change in
Tennessee General Assembly members’ votes and legislative proposals that are anti-LGBT+
depending on the changes in political donations from different groups. The results of this analysis
will be a deeper understanding of the material influences or alliances of anti-LGBT+ movements
at the state level, and further aid in examining the ways conservative movements gain support and
affect change.
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SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
Goodwin and Jasper’s define social movements as a “collective, organized, sustained, and noninstitutional challenge to authorities, powerholders, or cultural beliefs and practices (2015). When
considering anti-LGBT+ movements, this refers to the collective of organized anti-LGBT+
challenges to progressive or secular cultural beliefs that advocate for equality and acceptance of
diversity in sexuality and gender, and challenges to the legal inclusion of minority sexual
orientations and genders. The assumption of movements as progressive has challenged theoretical
models as they fail to adequately explain conservative movements, lessening their explanatory
power (McVeigh and Estep 2019; Gillan 2008; Blee and Creasap 2010). Conservative anti-LGBT+
movements, the subject of my interest here, can be difficult to understand given the progressive
focused analysis of other social movements theories (Lee-Treweek and Linkogle 2000; Minkowitz
1998; Sehgal 2007; Blee and Creasap 2010).
McVeigh and Estep explain how social movement theory has focused on social
movements’ methods towards advancing their goals and spread their beliefs (2019:57). An
emphasis on movements’ resource access has advocated the position that movements do not
emerge when new grievances or worsening conditions emerge, but when improved access to
resources enable groups to overcome previously daunting obstacles (McVeigh and Estep 2019:57;
Tilly 1998; Oberschall 1975). However, this does not explain conservative movements, which
already have privileges through social, economic, or political power relationships (McVeigh and
Estep 2019).
Conservative movements are often contextualized by what they oppose rather than what
they support (Blee and Creasap 2010). Whereas progressive social movements can be understood
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as attempting to address injustice and gain rights previously withheld, conservative movements
are often characterized by their defense of established privileges or the denial of access to certain
rights to groups which may seek to access them (McVeigh and Estep 2019). For example, the proLGBT+ movements are characterized by an effort to gain certain rights previously denied to them:
rights to a same-sex partnership (previously banned through sodomy bans); rights to same-sex
marriage; rights to participate in social settings such as sports without regards to sex and gender;
and rights to equal access to medical treatment (denied in states such as Tennessee as I have
previously mentioned). In contrast, anti-LGBT+ movements directly oppose LGBT+ rights,
demand the exclusion of LGBT+ people from access to protective rights and put forth legislation
which either strictly excludes or marginalizes LGBT+ people through differential treatment. This
contrast exhibits this fundamental difference between progressive and conservative social
movements so far described.
Research on conservative movements should take care to analyze the nuances in the tools
with which conservative movements advance their position, and the context which gives rise to
their emergence. Blee and Creasap advocate for similar work to expand on the relationship of
right-wing movements to the spaces, networks, and subcultures around them (2010). They
delineate between the definition of right-wing and conservative movements, identifying right-wing
movements as white supremacist and promoting violence, and define conservative movements by
their anti-collectivist economic policies and ideological patterns of patriotism, traditionalism, and
conventional morality (Blee and Creasap 2010). However, Donald Trump’s success in 2016 arose
on a campaign which align with what Blee and Creasap identify as conservative and right-wing
ideologies, appealing to both perspectives and reconstituting conservative positions as politically
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aligned with right-wing white nationalists (McVeigh and Estep 2019). With this alliance and shifts
in politics McVeigh and Estep identify, restricting further research to right-wing movements nonstate activity would miss the ways in which those delineated conservative groups overlap and
support or accept right-wing ideologies. To be clear, anti-LGBT+ ideologies presently fall within
the “conservative” right which is reflected in the Republican party which formed alliances with
anti-LGBT+ Christian voters in the 1980s. However, as a conservative movement the anti-LGBT+
movement still provides a case through which I may apply the research recommendations which
Blee and Creasap call for in a right-wing movements context. Doing so I perform work which
expands on the anti-LGBT movement’s relationship to spaces, discourse networks, and political
interests within Tennessee.
The variety of alliances among conservative groups further calls for richer analysis of the
ways conservative groups succeed in advocating for policies. Conservative movement alliances
generate challenges to progressive policy, which we see produces the ability to alter the legal status
of gender and sexual orientation rights in Tennessee. Failure to make consistent alliances that
persist throughout the course of policy advocacy has been shown to curtail movement outcomes
and lead to a failure to secure their professed final goals. For instance, as progressive health care
reformers allied with political representatives, alliances fell apart as bureaucratization took hold
of successfully passed policies, leaving behind the grassroots organizers which had fought for the
legislation, and producing effects which ultimately parted from the movement’s original goals
(Hoffman 2008). Effective smaller scale social movement connections are pivotal to the
maintenance of cohesion in a movement (Blee and Creasap 2010; Schreiber 2008; Critchlow
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2005). The cohesive forces movements use and appeal to are integral towards understanding their
successes.
Cohesive forces and the various frames through which issue convergence takes place must
begin first with an issue worth mobilizing around. If conservative movements are understood to
be reactionary, and emerge in opposition to social change, then what forces propel them to action?
McVeigh and Estep propose the model of power devaluation as an answer to this question (2019).
The power devaluation model refers to the processes of power loss that may provoke a response
from conservative groups. Power, in this model, may be observed within three social markets of
exchange: (1) political, (2) economic, and (3) social status (2019:58). In the political market, an
exchange of votes and campaign donations occur for political representation. In the economic
market labor is exchanged for wages, which are exchanged in the form of money for goods and
services. These markets of power engage with the material influence mentioned in the prior
section. The social market is where cultural traits, knowledge, and behaviors are exchanged for
esteem (2019:58).
While alliances between the Republican party and the anti-LGBT+ religious right emerge
in the 1980s, the loss of power to which they respond may occur gradually or all at once (2019:86).
Some states began the process of appealing sodomy laws in the 1970s. the United States Supreme
Court did not strike down sodomy laws until 2003, and within the next year George W. Bush
proclaimed he would support a ban of same sex marriage. In 2015 with Obergefell v Hodges same
sex marriage was legalized, and within the year a politician in Tennessee proposed a bill to ban
same sex marriage in the state. In the years that followed, a rise in similarly anti-LGBT+ legislation
emerged in Tennessee. Power devaluation describes the pressures which may encourage
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conservative organizations to mobilize to protect their power and provides a model against which
we can examine the evolution of anti-LGBT+ activity in Tennessee.
This reactionary push against the social acceptance of LGBT+ rights and gains in social
currency and policy is also characterized by a push against public support. LGBT+ rights are
widely supported, including within Tennessee (PRRI 2021). Thus, the efforts to impost antiLGBT+ laws are an attempt to reject these gains and retain social power as public support shifts
away from conservative movements. These laws are both counter to public support, and counter
to public interest as representatives empower the state to restrict social norms and organize public
spaces by gender.
I use the data collected in this study to contextualize anti-LGBT+ laws in Tennessee. I
consider how conservative movements persist and successfully see their interests take legal shape
while considering donations and discoursal statements made by anti-LGBT+ bill sponsors. As I
have noted, material conditions and ideological appeals are integral to movements’ maintenance
of alliances and capacity to further their interests. Progressive successes are seen on the federal
stage regarding LGBT+ rights but at the state level conservative interests persist in passing
regressive and exclusionary policy. To better understand the processes through which conservative
movements find their interests reflected in law, we must ask how their ideological and material
appeals, and alliances take form, and what impact they may have on institutional politics.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To consider both the material and ideological influences on the advocacy and passing of antiLGBT+ policy, I utilize a mixed-methods analysis. The quantitative analysis here addresses the
questions of the relationship between Tennessee State representatives voting and proposal of antiLGBT+ legislation and the funds received from different interests’ groups. The qualitative analysis
performed is one which explores the ideological claims and collective action framing through an
analysis of discourse.
QUANTITATIVE METHODS: BINARY LOGISTIC REGRESSION
To obtain the data for this study, I gathered open access data regarding Tennessee laws,
representatives voting and bill proposal records, and campaign finances from the TN General
Assembly and the TN State Election Commission. The Tennessee General Assembly is made up
of 33 Senators and 99 representatives which were included in this sample.
To analyze this data, I utilize a binary logistic regression, a statistical method used to
analyze relationships between variables. Logistic regression is useful when considering a binary
dependent variable, a dependent variable which results in one of two outcomes. It is further useful
for analyzing the relationship between a binary dependent variable and independent or explanatory
variables. For a regression, the significant measure is the mean values of the result variable, given
the values of the independent variable (Hassoo and Akbay 2020). For this study’s binary outcome,
the outcome of a positive or negative vote on an anti-LGBT+ legislation, and a positive or negative
presence of a proposal of legislation, the significant measure is the mean values of positive
instances of the binary outcome. The independent variables include continuous variables, the
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amount of money received from types of funding sources including Industry, Special Interest
Groups, and GOP donors. The final independent variable considered is categorical, which is a
representative’s membership to a non-state conservative organization.
The result of the binary logistic regression is an R2 score which we can use to assess the
impact of continuous variables on the binary outcome, estimating the likelihood that an increase
in the continuous variable, monetary donations, and organizational alliance, will increase the
likelihood of a representative to vote yes or no to anti-LGBT+ legislation, and to propose antiLGBT+ legislation.
QUALITATIVE METHODS: CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND COLLECTIVE
ACTION FRAMING
This qualitative analysis follows work in critical discourse analysis (CDA), as I approach the issues
of language from a constructionist standpoint, with emphasis on how meaning is constructed
through speech and text (Hardy, Harley, and Phillips 2004). The emphasis on the construction of
meaning to make alliances between social movements and constituencies ought not to be
considered fixed if we are to understand how meanings are used to promote issue convergence. I
seek to explore content utilizing CDA to better understand the contextual implications of speech.
A qualitative approach via CDA is consistent with other approaches and understandings of CDA
and adds richness to analysis of discourse (Hardy, Harley, and Phillips 2004; Crawford 2004;
Laffey and Weldes 2004).
Furthermore, I locate this work in the realm of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as it
deals with, primarily, the discourse dimensions of power abuse and the injustice and inequality
which results from it (Van Dijk, 1993:252). Van Dijk puts forth that the aim of CDA is to examine
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style, rhetoric, or meaning of texts for strategies that aim to conceal social power relations; for
instance, by playing down or leaving implicit responsible agency of powerful social actors in the
events represented by the text (1993:250). This approach is particularly applicable to my case as I
examine how the discourses in conservative advocacy conceal or reconstruct harms experienced
by LGBT+ because of legislation produced through their advocacy.
I draw on the work of prior scholars, furthering consideration of ideological frames as a
means through which movements articulate interests to constituencies (Mongie 2016; Klein,
Byerly, and McEachern 2009:334). Framing refers to the process of “selecting some aspects of a
perceived reality and making them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to
promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation,” (Goffman as cited in Reese 2003:7). Collective action framing “denotes an
active, processual phenomenon that implies agency and contention at the level of reality
construction” (Benford and Snow 2000:614). Framing is an active and dynamic process through
which social movement actors’ work evolve (Benford and Snow 2000). Collective action frames
of social movements are “intended to mobilize potential adherents and constituents, to garner
bystander support, and to demobilize antagonists” (Snow and Benford 1988). To explore framing
processes in anti-LGBT+ discourse I will analyze collective action frames through diagnostic
framing, prognostic framing, and motivational framing (Mongie 2016). Through this analysis I
elucidate how conservative movements depict LGBT+ rights as an issue, and how they propose to
impact the issue in such a way that spurs political alliances and institutional results.
Furthermore, I take note of practices of exclusion, personalization, and categorization to
enrich my analysis of framing (van Leeuwen 1996). This serves to further inform my framing
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analysis by inspecting language practices that imply relationships of power. The lexicalization
practices also aid in clarifying patterns and meanings within frames, allowing for an analysis of
subverted meaning in framing discourses.
For my research texts I use statements made by TN State Representatives who advocated
for, and subsequently voted in favor of TN’s “bathroom bills” which passed in 2021, SB 1224 and
SB 1367. These statements are matters of public record, and made in interviews, public statements,
and arguments to the Tennessee General Assembly. These verbal statements were transcribed by
news outlets and the General Assembly recorder and are analyzed in text form. Statements from
Rep. Tim Rudd, Rep. Bud Hulsey, Rep. Jason Zachary, Sen. Mike Bell, and additionally Governor
Bill Lee whose signature finalized the passage of the bills, were examined. The full text of
materials analyzed in this study are available in the Appendix.
The texts were analyzed within NVivo, utilizing a priori coding. My coding structure was
organized by rhetorical devices, including backgrounding, presupposition, and exclusion, and by
collective action frames including diagnostic, prognostic, and motivational framing. After coding,
NVivo tools such as autocoding and queries to explore codes and produce comparisons between
frames and rhetorical devices used.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

For the quantitative analysis a series of binary logistic regressions were run to test the relationship
between the independent variables: monetary donations, and affiliation with conservative nonstate organizations and my dependent variables: 1) sponsorship of bills including co-sponsorship,
and 2) voting in favor on said bills. For these tests, each bill was tested individually to address the
issue of repeated measures which would have to be accounted for, as each TN General Assembly
member would have five opportunities to sponsor and vote on the bills successfully passed in 2021.
Bills that did not pass were excluded as I focus on cases which represent the successful passage of
anti-LGBT legislation. Given these restrictions the bills studied were HB1027/SB126,
HB1233/SB1367, HB529/SB1229, HB3/SB228, and HB1182/SB1224. For the tests, the bills are
identified by their house bill identifier for simplicity. The bill contents are as follows:
o HB1027/SB126: As enacted, specifies that standard medical practice does not
involve prescribing hormone treatment for gender dysphoric or gender incongruent
prepubertal minors; prohibits a healthcare prescriber from prescribing a course of
treatment that involves hormone treatment for gender dysphoric or gender
incongruent prepubertal minors, except that a healthcare prescriber may prescribe
a course of treatment that involves hormone treatments for prepubertal minors for
diagnoses of growth deficiencies or other diagnoses unrelated to gender dysphoria
or gender incongruency.
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o HB1233/SB1367: Specifies that any public-school multi-use bathroom or facility
may only be utilized by someone of the same sex to which the facility is designated.
Any individuals who seek accommodations must submit a written formal request
and accommodations may not include access to a multi-use facility to which the
individual is not designated, based on their sex assigned at birth. Furthermore, the
bill provides legal grounds for pursuit of damages against the school by student or
faculty who use facilities and are found to have shared the facilities with an
individual not included in the designated sex.
o HB529/SB1229: As enacted, requires an LEA or public charter school to notify a
student's parent or guardian prior to commencing instruction of a sexual orientation
or gender identity curriculum regardless of the context of the curriculum; permits a
parent or guardian to excuse the parent's or guardian's student from a sexual
orientation or gender identity curriculum, and prohibits the LEA or charter school
from penalizing an excused student.
o HB3/SB228: This bill requires, for the purposes of participation in a middle school
or high school interscholastic athletic activity or event, that a student's gender be
determined by the student's sex at the time of the student's birth, as indicated on the
student's original birth certificate. If a birth certificate does not appear to be the
student's original birth certificate or does not indicate the student's sex at birth, the
student must provide other evidence to indicate the student's sex. The student or the
student's parent or guardian must pay the cost associated with providing evidence.
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o HB1182/SB1224: As enacted, requires a public or private entity or business that
operates a building or facility open to the public to post a notice at the entrance of
each public restroom of the entity's or business's policy of allowing a member of
either biological sex to use any public restroom within the building or facility, if
the entity or business maintains such a policy.
For all tests presented, models met assumptions necessary to proceed with analysis.
Variable groupings were simplified to address the assumptions of multicollinearity, which relies
on the independence of variables to ensure the model is not swayed by variables which influence
and predict one another. The solution to multicollinearity is to remove the variables which are
highly correlative with others in the model. Because of this, the category of “individuals”
donations was removed as it correlated highly with multiple variables. Furthermore, for my “Voted
Yay” models the categorical variable “Affiliation with a Non-State Conservative Organization”
skewed results for HB1027, HB3, and HB529 due to the absence of anyone in the “Affiliated”
category who also had voted “Nay”. For “Voted Yay” models, affiliation is only included in
models for HB1233 and HB1182 for this reason.
It was also due to multicollinearity between the variables that “Unions” and “Other interest
groups” donations were merged into the final variable “Special Interest Groups”, and “PAC” and
“Business/Industry” donations were merged to produce the final variable “Industry”. Each of the
variables that were combined were highly correlated with one another, and each contained valuable
counts of donations which warranted their inclusion in my final model. With the resulting
variables, I saw correlation coefficients decrease to an acceptable level.
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The final independent variables included into models for both “Sponsored” and “Voted”
models are as follows, donations from GOP, donations from Industry, donations from Special
Interest Groups, and Affiliation with non-state conservative organizations. All donations are tested
in thousands of dollars. The final n=count of TN general assembly members varies by test due to
missingness, meaning that for “Voted” models some assembly members were missing due to
abstaining or absence and thus excluded from the model. All tables containing results from
individual models can be found in Appendix A and are labelled by bill.
Sponsorship Models
Briefly I will address the three models that either did not produce significant results or were
excluded due to failed assumptions. HB1027 failed count assumptions, which requires 15 of each
category to be present. HB1182 (p=.305) and HB3 (p=0.081) models did not produce significant
results, indicating that the models found no significant relationship between likelihood to sponsor
each bill and the variables added to the model (Industry, GOP, Special Interest Groups, and
Affiliation with a non-state conservative organization). This does not deny that other predictive
variables could be found which better explain the influences which produce sponsorship of these
bills. However, from this data sample there appears to be no significant relationship between the
variables and sponsorship of HB1182 and HB3.
HB1233
As seen here, the model for Sponsorship HB1233 produced significant results with a p=.005, χ2(4)
=14.695. The model explained 17.9% of variance in the sponsorship of HB1233 (Nagelkerke R2)
and correctly classified 83.1% of cases. Of the four predictor variables, only one was significant.
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Affiliation with a non-state conservative organization was a significant predictor with p=.011, and
those affiliated with such organizations had 4.56 times a higher likelihood than those who were
not to sponsor HB1233.
HB529
The model for Sponsorship HB529 produced significant results with p=.003, χ2(4) = 15.77. The
model explained 16.7% of variance in sponsorship of HB529 (Nagelkerke R2) and correctly
classified 72.3% of cases. Of the four predictor variables, again only affiliation with a non-state
conservative organization was significant at p=.003 with affiliated members 4 times more likely
to sponsor HB529.
Voting Models
HB1182
The model for Voting HB1182 is significant with p=<.001, χ2(4) =74.899. The model explained
69.5% of variation in voting on HB1182 (Nagelkerke R2) and correctly identified 87.8% of cases.
Of the four predictor variables, two resulted in significant relationships with the likelihood of
voting in favor on HB1182.
Special interest groups were significant at p=.032, and Exp(B)=.710 with 95% confidence
interval between .519 and .971. This indicates that every thousand dollars received by special
interest groups decreases likelihood of voting for HB1182 by 40.85% (((1/.71) -1) *100).
Affiliation also produced significant results, with p=<.001 and Exp(B)=51.051, indicating that
being affiliated with a conservative organization increases the likelihood of voting in favor by
roughly 51 times.
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HB1233
The model for Voting HB1233 is significant with p=<.001, χ2(4) =60.478. The model explained
58.7% of variation in voting on HB1233 (Nagelkerke R2) and correctly identified 86.1% of cases.
Of the four predictor variables, two resulted in significant relationships to the likelihood of voting
in favor on HB1233.
Special interest groups were significant at p=.012, and Exp(B)=.748. This indicates that
every thousand dollars received by special interest groups decreases likelihood of voting for
HB1233 by 33.69% (((1/.71) -1) *100). Affiliation also produced significant results, with p=<.001
and Exp(B)=62.976, indicating that being affiliated with a conservative organization increases the
likelihood of voting in favor on HB1233 by roughly 62.98 times.
HB1027
The model for Voting HB1027 was significant at p=<.001 and χ2(3) = 42.674. The model
explained 44.3% of variation in likelihood to vote on HB1027 (Nagelkerke R2) and correctly
identified 82.5% of cases. Of the three predictor variables (GOP, Industry, and Special Interest
Groups), all three were found to significantly impact voting outcomes.
GOP donations had a significant impact at p=.038, and for every thousand dollars donated
by GOP organizations general assembly members were 39.638 times more likely to vote in favor
on HB1027. Industry donations also had a positive correlation with p=.029, where for every
thousand dollars donated by Industry donors the likelihood of voting in favor increased by 3.7%.
Donations from special interest groups had a negative impact on the likelihood of voting in favor,
where p=0.002 and for every thousand dollars donated by special interest groups the likelihood of
voting in favor decreased by 56.49%.
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HB3
The model for Voting HB3 was significant with p=<.001 and χ2(3) =36.363. The model explained
42.1% of variation in voting on HB3 and was able to predict 86.6% of cases. Of the three predictor
variables, two were found to significantly impact voting outcomes.

Donation by GOP groups

were significant at p=.041, where a thousand dollar increase in GOP donations predicts an
increased likelihood of voting in favor on HB3 by 30 times.
Donations from special interest groups was significant at p=.004 and were negatively
correlated with voting. For every thousand dollars received from special interest groups likelihood
of voting in favor decreased by 54.80%. Industry donations had no significant effect on voting for
HB3.
HB529
The model for Voting HB529 was significant with p=<.001 and χ2(3) = 44.090. The model
explained 46.18% of variation in voting on HB529 and was able to predict 84.5% of cases. Of the
three predictor variables, all three were found to significantly impact voting outcomes. GOP
donations was significant at p=.037, where a thousand dollar increase in GOP donations received
predicted an increased chance of voting in favor on HB529 by 37.19 times. Industry was significant
at p=.030, and for every thousand dollars received in this category, chances of voting in favor
increased by 3.7%. Special interest groups donations were significant at p=0.001, and had a
negative relationship with voting in favor, where for every thousand dollars received by special
interest groups the likelihood of voting in favor decreased by 61.29%.
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Table 1.1 Omnibus Test of Model Coefficients Sponsorship HB1233
Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

14.695

4

.005

Block

14.695

4

.005

Model

14.695

4

.005

a. Bill = HB1233

Table 1.2 Classification Table Sponsorship HB1233

Classification Table
Predicted
Sponsored
Observed

Step 1

Sponsored

Not sponsored

Not sponsored
Sponsored

Overall Percentage

Percentage

Sponsored

Correct

108

0

100.0

22

0

.0
83.1

a. Bill = HB1233
b. The cut value is .500
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Table 1.3 HB1233 Variables in the Equation

Variables in the Equationa
Step

1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

1.516

.599

6.413

1

.011

4.556

Industry

.010

.011

.798

1

.372

1.010

Special Interest Groups

-.196

.154

1.617

1

.204

.822

GOP

-.343

.356

.931

1

.335

.710

Constant

-2.223

.626

12.608

1

<.001

.108

Affiliated with Conservative
Non-Gov Orgs (1)

a. Bill = HB1233
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 2.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Sponsorship HB529

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

15.777

4

.003

Block

15.777

4

.003

Model

15.777

4

.003

a. Bill = HB529

Table 2.2 Classification Table Sponsorship HB529

Classification Table
Predicted
Sponsored
Observed
Step 1

Sponsored

Percentage

Not sponsored

Sponsored

Correct

Not sponsored

94

2

97.9

Sponsored

34

0

.0

Overall Percentage

72.3

a. Bill = HB529
b. The cut value is .500
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Table 2.3 Variables in the Equation Sponsorship HB529

Variables in the Equationa
Step 1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

1.393

.476

8.566

1

.003

4.026

Industry

-.006

.010

.341

1

.559

.994

Special Interest Groups

-.076

.089

.729

1

.393

.927

GOP

-.166

.238

.486

1

.486

.847

Constant

-1.358

.492

7.618

1

.006

.257

Affiliated with Conservative
Non-Gov Orgs (1)

a. Bill = HB529
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.
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Table 3.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB1182

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

74.899

4

<.001

Block

74.899

4

<.001

Model

74.899

4

<.001

a. Bill = HB1182

Table 3.2 Model Summary Voting HB1182

Model Summary
Step

-2 Log

Cox & Snell R

Nagelkerke R

likelihood

Square

Square

1

59.151b

.479

.695

a. Bill = HB1182
b. Estimation terminated at iteration number 10 because
parameter estimates changed by less than .001.
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Table 3.3 Variables in the Equation Voting HB1182

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step 1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

3.933

1.078

13.301

1

<.001

51.051

6.168

422.568

Industry

.037

.021

3.058

1

.080

1.038

.996

1.082

Special Interest Groups

-.343

.160

4.596

1

.032

.710

.519

.971

GOP

3.607

1.868

3.729

1

.053

36.847

.948

1432.683

Constant

-.530

.600

.779

1

.377

.589

Affiliated with
Conservative Non-Gov
Orgs(1)

a. Bill = HB1182
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 4.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB1233

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

60.478

4

<.001

Block

60.478

4

<.001

Model

60.478

4

<.001

a. Bill = HB1233
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Table 4.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB1233

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step

1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

4.143

1.237

11.220

1

<.001

62.976

5.578

711.070

Industry

.029

.016

3.398

1

.065

1.030

.998

1.062

Special Interest Groups

-.290

.115

6.330

1

.012

.748

.597

.938

GOP

-.054

.028

3.759

1

.053

.947

.896

1.001

Constant

.253

.521

.235

1

.628

1.287

Affiliated with
Conservative Non-Gov
Orgs (1)

a. Bill = HB1233
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 5.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB1027

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

42.674

3

<.001

Block

42.674

3

<.001

Model

42.674

3

<.001

a. Bill = HB1027
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Table 5.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB1027

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step

1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Industry

.036

.017

4.789

1

.029

1.037

1.004

1.071

Special Interest

-.449

.145

9.626

1

.002

.639

.481

.848

GOP

3.680

1.777

4.288

1

.038

39.648

1.218

1291.000

Constant

1.067

.462

5.326

1

.021

2.907

Groups

a. Bill = HB1027
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 6.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB3

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

36.363

3

<.001

Block

36.363

3

<.001

Model

36.363

3

<.001

Step 1

a. Bill = HB3
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Table 6.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB3

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)
B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Industry

.027

.017

2.409

1

.121

1.027

.993

1.062

Special Interest

-.438

.152

8.268

1

.004

.646

.479

.870

GOP

3.402

1.663

4.183

1

.041

30.018

1.153

781.854

Constant

1.603

.522

9.430

1

.002

4.969

Step 1b

Groups

a. Bill = HB3
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 7.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB529

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

44.090

3

<.001

Block

44.090

3

<.001

Model

44.090

3

<.001

a. Bill = HB529
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Table 7.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB529

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Industry

.036

.017

4.718

1

.030

1.037

1.004

1.072

Special Interest

-.478

.148

10.414

1

.001

.620

.464

.829

GOP

3.616

1.732

4.359

1

.037

37.192

1.248

1108.437

Constant

1.161

.483

5.793

1

.016

3.195

1b

Groups

a. Bill = HB529
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
This section details the results of my critical discourse analysis. In this analysis I focus on
collective action framing presented in the discourse of Tennessee state representatives in favor of
Tennessee’s bathroom bills. My goal for this endeavor is to enrich understanding of the rhetoric
through which conservatives explain and advocate for anti-LGBT policy and consider these
findings in relationship with the results of my quantitative analysis. The texts which I analyze are
applicable primarily to Tennessee but may offer insights into future analyses as scholars consider
anti-Transgender rhetoric and gender issues. Thus, I report the results of my qualitative analysis
with the clarification that this work is not predictive nor exhaustive in all there is to be analyzed
in the statements I collected.
Furthermore, I would like to point out that while issues of bathroom bills in media and by
these texts discuss transgender people as the subjected other, the issue of strict sex segregation and
enforcement also affects nonbinary and genderqueer individuals who do not identify as either sex
consistently, regardless of their sex at birth. While these groups would be likewise affected by
bathroom bills, they are not identified as subjects. In fact, “transgender” appears in these texts as
a catch all for any non-cisgendered individual. Its status as a catch-all is further complicated by
the presumption that conservative rhetoric acknowledges nonbinary or genderqueer people as
individual groups. As I proceed in analysis I confront the language present there, which identifies
transgender people. This is done with the acknowledgement of nonbinary and genderqueer people
as also being subjects affected and with lived experiences and opinions on these laws, but who are
not mentioned in these texts and thus are not included in the analysis of rhetoric. However, with
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any mention of transgender people we may understand issues of nonbinary or genderqueer
inclusion to be excluded by the speaker.
Diagnostic Framing
To analyze diagnostic framing, I examine rhetoric which directly or indirectly constructs an issue.
Diagnostic framing is commonly made up of an injustice component, which identifies an issue,
and an attributional component, which identifies the source of an issue. The texts when coded
yielded 22 examples of injustice components. The themes found among injustice components –
that is, the identification of injustice according to the speaker – are as follows:
1. Transgender people or rights as source of conflict: Transgender rights and
bathroom access are constructed as the issue.
2. Issues for schools: Schools are constructed as in need of legal assistance.
3. “The Predator”: Construction of an unspecified offender as the problem
4. “The Prey”: Construction of weak and passive subjects who receive the
violence of the “predator”
Furthermore, attributional components which identify the source or cause of conflict were
identified among diagnostic framing statements. Of these, two major groups were found:
1. “The Predator”: The offender is identified as cause of conflict
2. Transgender Bathroom Access: Transgender access is identified as cause of conflict
1. Allusion to transgender people or rights as source of conflict
In the statements by TN general assembly members which functioned to diagnose a problem, 5 of
the 22 were found to allude to transgender people or rights as a source of conflict. The theme is
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Table 8.1 Diagnostic Framing Examples

Diagnostic Framing Examples
Observed instances within statement italicized
Speaker

Statement
Sen. Mike Bell

It protects the well-being of children and
removes

the

burden

of

stress

of

accommodation from teachers, schools,
parents, students, providing a clear path
forward for the schools in Tennessee
Rep. Tim Rudd

Whether you’re a man or woman, don’t
you want to know who might be waiting on
the other side of a bathroom door when you
go in?

Rep. Bud Hulsey

If we don’t do something like this the
predators could take advantage of this new
law, or this new right that has been granted
to transgenders.

Schreiber and Fender, The Heritage

We must protect everyone’s privacy and

Foundation

safety by guarding women and children
against those who would abuse laws.
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specific to allusions because in only one of the statements are transgender people mentioned. For
the rest, the issue of transgender inclusion is alluded to indirectly. For example, in one interview
Rep. Bud Hulsey states that the bill HB1233 “allows for accommodation for every student
regardless of their gender. I think that’s a smart approach to the challenge.”
In this statement Rep. Hulsey does not acknowledge or identify transgender students
directly, but rather alludes to transgender students when he says, “regardless of their gender.” The
bill “allows for accommodation,” which is a “smart approach to the challenge.” Accommodation
of “every student regardless of their gender” is a concern, a “challenge” in the context of what
facilities transgender student should or should not have access to. Rep. Hulsey in another interview
stated, “It tries to put a level of protection in a school system, so they don’t have to worry about
accommodating everybody’s thoughts and feelings.” Here, the bill is presented as providing
protection for the school system, from a requirement to worry about “accommodating everybody’s
thoughts and feelings.” While the bill actively enforces the separation of bathrooms by sex, the
feelings to which Hulsey alludes would be those of transgender students or faculty who would
otherwise seek access to gender affirming accommodations. Here we see that the need for
consideration of transgender interests and affirming access is a problem, solved by the bill’s
enforcement of cisgender norms.
2. Issues for Schools
The public school is alleged to be burdened by issues of transgender bathroom access. In a Heritage
Foundation editorial written by Sarah Parshall Perry, a rationale for enforcing sex segregation in
public schools is the use of “federal funding”, which characterizes gender inclusion as a private
concern (Perry 2021). One dilemma then and excluded from the explanations provided by the
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representatives in the texts studied here, is the use of federal funding to subsidize an inclusive
approach to students and faculty seeking access and normalization to restroom access.
While the concern about federal funding would suggest that the resulting mentions of
schools would place burden and scrutiny on them, the findings here present an alternative
interpretation of schools. The injustice components focus on the need for help for schools. Senator
Mike Bell mentions the need for bills to alleviate “the burden of stress of accommodation from
teachers, schools, parents, students,” and the need for a “path forward for the schools.” Schools
are constructed as passive, and in need of assistance from presumably conservative lawmakers.
3. “The Predator”
The predator is an evocative noun which constructs an image of violence, malice, and cunning. A
predator is not a wild beast with no sense; rather, a predator is a creature which actively seeks out
prey. For this reason, the injustice component of predator is closely tied to the following theme
“The Prey”. This is because often the issue of a predator is often paired with the highlighted
concern of prey. The issue of risk to women and children are repeatedly identified by lawmakers
as they advocate for these bills.
Rep. Bud Hulsey said, “the predators could take advantage of this new law, or this new
right that has been granted to transgenders,” in his interview with WATE-TV. In this statement
two issues are identified: (1) rights granted to transgenders which are presupposed to increase risk,
and (2) predators who would take advantage of the laws. The construction of the predator may also
be through subtext.
“Whether you’re a man or woman, don’t you want to know who might be waiting on the other
side of a bathroom door when you go in?” - Rep. Tim Rudd
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In the above statement, “the predator” is evoked in the phrase “who might be waiting on
the other side of a bathroom door.” The construction of an agent waiting behind a door, in a space
meant for privacy, evokes notions of danger, malicious and planned action which epitomizes “the
predator.” Furthermore, this claim relates to the bill HB1182, which requires a sign to be posted
by businesses clearly on bathrooms stating they allow members of any sex to use the bathroom
with which they feel comfortable, while in a different phrase. The underlying argument again
suggests that allowance of transgender access to gender affirming bathrooms, unregulated, produce
a condition which warrants special acknowledgement which equates transgender bathroom access
with risk. Particularly, transgender bathroom use is equated with the risk of predation. The predator
represents a threat against privacy and safety.
4. “The Prey”
Risks to “privacy and safety” of women and children are argued to be generated by transgender
bathroom access. The only source of risk to privacy and safety identified directly is the risk
associated with malicious “predator” actors. When identifying this risk, injustice components are
constructed with a focus on the predator and the prey. The injustice component, or identified issue,
is on one hand an issue of risk from predators, and on the other hand an issue of risk towards “you”,
in “your restroom”.
While discussion characterizes “you,” the recipient of the discourse in any context as
someone who would presume risk under the conditions which accommodated transgender people,
women and children are specifically categorized as targets of predators. The act of “guarding
women and children” against predators characterizes women and children as passive groups of
actors, insinuating a masculine characterization of the protective role.
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The Heritage Foundation released the following statement within an article regarding
bathroom bills (Perry 2021).
“We must protect everyone’s privacy and safety by guarding women and children against those
who would abuse laws.”
In this statement “everyone’s privacy and safety” is proposed as a result of “guarding women and
children against those who would abuse laws.” This statement draws a direct relationship between
the group’s women and children and the concept of criminal threat. “The predator” in this case is
described in the evocative language of “those who would abuse laws”, constructing an active and
thoughtful predator once again. In this context “those who would abuse laws” do so actively and
with intent, suggested by “would”.
Across attributional comments, which identify the source of a problem as they construct a
social movement frame, “the predators” are identified as the source of risk and danger repeatedly.
In my samples I observed that predators as a source of risk were also closely tied to claims which
attribute the risk to an increase in transgender people’s rights. “If we don’t do something like this
the predators could take advantage of this new law, or this new right that has been granted to
transgenders,” Rep. Hulsey had stated in an interview. This is an example of the equivalences
made among attributional comments. Whereas the predators are a source of risk, it is the “new
law, or this new right that has been granted to transgenders,” that Hulsey identifies as the cause of
increased risk.
Prognostic Framing
Prognostic framing constructs collective actions frame by providing a solution alongside
argumentation which encourages support of the solution proposed. As I examined the texts for
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prognostic statements, I looked for discourse which argued for a bill which provided language that
constructed and argued for the benefit or effect of sex segregation in bathrooms that. As I coded,
I identified 20 instances of prognostic framing among the texts.
The predominant prognostic theme was that of protection. This is not surprising, given the
continual construction of risk through “the Predator” figure in diagnostic speech. Rep. Hulsey
alleges that HB1233 has the active properties of providing “protection in a school system,” and
HB1182 of “protect[ing] everyone’s privacy and safety”. There are overt instances in speech such
as these and implied benefits of safety from bills, where a bill like HB1182 provides a “warning
that the opposite sex could be in your restroom.” While in this case a risk of violence is not
mentioned directly, the arguments rely upon the condition of risk which would require a “warning”
should transgender bathroom access occur unrestricted. This statement was also made directly
about public bathrooms in businesses, and “your restroom” implies a responsibility on the part of
the restaurant managing agent to increase awareness and safety which requires an acceptance of
the assumption of risk.
The displacement of burden, and the creation of ease were also themes that appeared across
multiple texts. The displacement of burden is often mentioned in the context of burdens to schools.
Senator Mike Bell says the bill serves to “remove the burden of stress of accommodation from
teachers, schools, parents and students,” and in doing so provide an alleviation of costs to these
actors. The schools are said to gain a “streamlined approach” to presumed issues of “privacy and
discrimination” tied to transgender inclusion, which suggests the bills will create an easy process
for approaching transgender accommodations. Schools are presumed to be further eased by a legal
clarification on the priorities towards privacy and discrimination in the state of Tennessee. This
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displaces burden via bureaucratic state intervention. However, this is contradicted by the language
of bills like HB1233
“This requires encountering a member of the opposite sex in a multi-use restroom or facility in
the school, and the fact that the room is designated for the person’s sex, and the LEA or school
allowed a member, in other words it had to be intentional, of the opposite sex to enter the room
while other persons were present.” – Sen. Bell in description of bill amendment and final form of
HB1233/SB1367 to the Tennessee Senate.
The assistance to schools is exaggerated to promote the bill as a solution to school issues and a
displacement of burden from schools (to individuals seeking accommodations). Here the burden
of proof of intent, where a claimant must prove the school or its employees intentionally allowed
a student to use a restroom with which their sex does not match, is the bright line for a legal case
against the school. However, this also means that a school’s best defense against potential claims
against them – an added burden itself – is to actively police restrooms and thus encourages the
burden of continuous restriction and vigilance towards school restrooms at any time.
The concept of ease is directed not only to schools. It is also directed at “you”, at the
audience to whom appeals of risk and safety have been made, and to whom will then be asked to
consider the bills segregating bathrooms by sex as a solution to these issues. “Don’t you want to
know who might be waiting on the other side of a bathroom door” Rep. Rudd argues. Rudd
suggests that “you” will, if you support these bills, have a greater assurance of safety in public
bathrooms. That is the underlying logic among these statements. Safety will be defended for “you”
and “women and children.”
Prognostic framing appeals to audiences by proposing a solution and can be often seen to
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Table 8.2 Prognostic Framing Examples

Prognostic Framing Examples
Observed instances within statement italicized
Speaker

Statement
Sen. Mike Bell

Section 4 details how a school will provide
accommodations to a student, teacher, or
employee who desires greater privacy
when using a multi-use facility and has
submitted a written request for such
reasonable accommodation.

Rep. Bud Hulsey

Tennesseans, especially females, deserve
to know if they are using a gender inclusive
bathroom.

Rep. Tim Rudd

Everyone has a reasonable expectation to
the right of privacy and dignity when using
the restroom.

Gov. Bill Lee

It allows for accommodation for every
student regardless of their gender. I think
that’s a smart approach to the challenge.
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rely on implicature to state that a solution is provided by a given bill. It is implied that a bill’s
policy will provide assurance to public restroom users, and in a paternalistic tone provide assurance
to women and children. These assurances grant protection and play an active role in defense against
violent or malicious risks. Segregation of bathroom by sex becomes the grounds of defense against
violations of “privacy and dignity”, and further relying on the foundational logic that transgender
bathroom access is the source of risk to the public.
Motivational Framing
Motivational frames attempt to mobilize or persuade the audience that they can and should change
reality by enforcing the proposed solution. I looked for statements which seemed to request or
prompt support for the bills and the separation of bathrooms by sex. I coded 13 statements as
motivational in total. Of the motivational appeals used in the discourse of these texts, themes of
“moral imperative” and “harm prevention” appeared in greatest frequency.
The appeal to a “moral imperative” means that the statement suggests a need for action of
the sake of a good for individuals or groups. In this statement by Perry, “We must protect
everyone’s privacy and safety by guarding women and children against those who would abuse
laws,” “we must,” is an appeal to moral necessity, and is tied further to the well-being of women
and children (2021). Not only is it in defense of women and children, but it is also the actively
constructed “guarding” of them, which evokes a paternalistic image of defense and perhaps even
valor.
Sen. Bell’s statement that the bill “protects the well-being of children and removes the burden of
stress of accommodation from teachers, schools, parents, students, providing a clear path forward
for the schools in Tennessee,” again invokes the act of protection, in a moral imperative where
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children’s well-being is at stake. Implying a danger to children’s well-being relies on a moral
imperative to mobilize active support for the bill. The appeal to the valor of the defender, in this
case the bill itself, is also applied to the removal of “the burden of stress,” for actors as it is placed
in the same sentence, while backgrounded in its dependent clause.
The appeal to the prevention of harm coincides with moral imperatives. While they may
contribute to one another, the appeal to act out of moral imperative differs from prevention of harm
as the fundamental logic of the prevention of harm is not reliant on a moral “good”. Instead, an
appeal to the prevention of harm relies solely on the desire to avoid harm or danger.
“If we don’t do something like this the predators could take advantage of this new law, or
this new right that has been granted to transgenders.” Rep. Hulsey
This statement begins with a moral imperative appeal, “If we don’t do something…” This implies
a necessity of action out of responsibility for a harm and its prevention. Responsibility is tied to a
moral imperative which represents a value-based measurement of behavior that is also a stated
value among the GOP. Following this, the statement appeals to a fear, and thus the need for a
prevention for harm, as the speaker states “the predators could take advantage of this new law,”
which constructs “predators” as active agents in the issue. The motivational appeals in this
sentence are both to a moral imperative, and to a prevention of harm. The prevention of harm is
“doing something”, which in this context where the statement is in support of the bathroom bills
means to pass bills restricting bathroom use by sex.
This statement begins with a moral imperative appeal, “If we don’t do something…” This
implies a necessity of action out of responsibility for a harm and its prevention. Responsibility is
tied to a moral imperative which represents a value-based measurement of behavior that is also a
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stated value among the GOP. Following this, the statement appeals to a fear, and thus the need for
a prevention for harm, as the speaker states “the predators could take advantage of this new law,”
which constructs “predators” as active agents in the issue. The motivational appeals in this
sentence are both to a moral imperative, and to a prevention of harm. The prevention of harm is
“doing something”, which in this context where the statement is in support of the bathroom bills
means to pass bills restricting bathroom use by sex.
A more isolated example of a prevention of harm statement is the following, “Don’t you
want to know who might be waiting on the other side of a bathroom door when you go in?” Here
Rep. Rudd’s appeal is not to innate rights or morals. The audience is presumed to “want” a
seemingly basic desire to “know who might be waiting on the other side of a bathroom door.” The
allusion to who might be waiting, the figment of “the predator,” in subtext, evokes a concern or
fear. It is the management of this fear that forms the appeal that the bill will provide a prevention
to harm to the audience, and “especially women.”
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Table 8.3 Motivational Framing Examples

Motivational Framing Examples
Observed instances within statement italicized
Speaker

Statement
Rep. Jason Zachary

There is a high school that has reached out
to me, they are having to (deal with) a
problem with boys using the girls'
restroom. And they feel like they are
handcuffed, and there's not much they can
do about it. This bill takes care of that. It
stops all that and just provides absolute
clarity.

Rep. Tim Rudd

Whether you’re a man or woman, don’t
you want to know who might be waiting on
the other side of a bathroom door when you
go in?
I

Rep. Bud Hulsey

don’t

discriminatory,

think
it

that

it

doesn’t prevent

is
a

transgender from doing anything, nothing
at all…If it is your policy as a business
owner that any sex, either sex can use
either bathroom…then yes people need to
know that.
Rep. Bud Hulsey

If we don’t do something like this the
predators could take advantage of this new
law, or this new right that has been granted
to transgenders.
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RESULTS
Quantitative Results
It is important to note for that each model I ran, the goal is to examine relationships between the
variables and the binary results of voting and sponsorship. The goal of this analysis is not to
generate a fully predictive model, but rather to examine what relationships emerge between the
variables and examine what this may indicate regarding the monetary and ideological connections
which propel social change and produce state-level change.
Examining significant (p<.05) sponsored models, the only significant variable within the
model is “Affiliation with Non-State Conservative Organizations”. An example of an organization
that was categorized under this variable is the National Rifle Association, which was also one of
the predominantly appearing groups Tennessee state representatives in my study were affiliated
with. The absence of significance between monetary donations and sponsorship may be impacted
by the time constraints of the data or indicate monetary relationships outside of donations should
be considered when questioning their impact on legislation sponsorship.
The impact of affiliation with conservative organizations is shown to be correlated with the
likelihood to sponsor the bills HB1182 and HB529. HB 1182 as mentioned above mandates
businesses to post a sign indicating that their bathroom policy is inclusive, if it is, and HB529
allows for the exclusion of LGBT+ content from educational content and enshrines the parents’
right to prevent their child from being taught curriculum which includes said content. Both bills
manage LGBT+ presence in the public sphere. HB1182 puts responsibility on inclusive businesses
to comply or face costs via unspecified fines or actions by the state. HB529 puts responsibility on
teachers and schools to organize curriculum around parental desires for exclusion. Both generate
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public discourse which relay to the public the intention of the business, school, or teacher to be
inclusive. This functions to ‘other’ inclusivity, requiring instances of inclusivity to be
communicated as separate from the norm of exclusivity in restrooms and curricula.
Affiliation with conservative organizations may impact the sponsorship of these bills due
to the ideological framework shared among them. Conservative organizations support
conservative ideologies in the public sphere as they advocate for values and social structures which
include those which support the exclusion of LGBT+ people. That organizational affiliation is
significant while monetary donations are not, implies these networks play a stronger role in
determining member activity in the action of sponsorship than monetary donations do. Monetary
donations may propel conservative activity in other ways, but for these bills monetary donations
may not be at stake and appear not to be the motivating interest which drives sponsorship. Thus,
from these tests the evidence suggests that ideological influences warrant greater exploration to
understand the role of conservative organizations in influencing members’ legislative decisions to
sponsor or co-sponsor a bill.
In contrast with sponsorship, voting models do indicate a relationship between monetary
donations and voting decisions. HB1182 and HB1233 show a significant relationship between
affiliation and voting in favor and a significant negative relationship between special interest group
donations and voting in favor. This means that for HB1182 and HB1233 donations from special
interest groups such as unions or education advocates decreases the likelihood of voting yes on
these bills. Regression models for HB1182 and HB1233 show that while affiliation with
conservative organizations result in an increased likelihood of voting in favor, monetary donations
from special interest groups predict a decreased likelihood of voting in favor.
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HB1027, HB529, and HB3 models for voting each required the removal of the conservative
organization affiliation variable. This was due to the lack of conservative affiliated representatives
voting nay on these bills. While they are excluded from the model, a nonparametric chi-square test
for each bill supports that the distribution of votes by affiliation are significant (Appendix).
Although the variable is excluded from the model, these chi-square tests indicate that the
relationship between the variable and voting are still significant. The problem for the inclusion of
this variable in the model is that the significant relationship essentially is related to voting in favor
in all instances for these bills and contains no variation.
HB1027 and HB529 show all variables in the model to be significantly correlated to voting
decisions. HB1027, a bill restricting gender affirming hormone treatments for those under 18 years
of age, and HB529 exhibit a positive relationship between donations from Industry and GOP
sources and voting in favor. Industry donations for both HB1027 and HB529 produce an
approximate 3.7% increase in the likelihood of voting in favor for every $10,000 received in
donations. GOP donations show a larger impact, with every $10,000 received from GOP
organizations resulting in 37 times increase in likelihood of voting in favor on HB529 and 39 times
increase in likelihood of voting in favor on HB1027.
The correlation between industry donations and voting in favor of these bills implies
multiple relationships could be at work, which requires further exploration. At first it appears that
industry donors support representatives with anti-LGBT+ stances. However, the intent behind
donations and their results are not so clear as to support the claim industry donors have exclusive
anti-LGBT+ interests in social policy. While conservatives support other industry favoring
legislation, they may draw donations while generating unconsidered (or inconsequential to
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industry interests) anti-LGBT+ results. In this case, supporting anti-LGBT+ representatives would
be the side-effect of donating to “business-friendly” representatives.
GOP interests in anti-LGBT+ legislation is much clearer. The national GOP platform
continues to denounce non-traditional family structures and progressive developments in society.
For example, under former President Trump’s presidency transgender rules which protected
transgender people’s right to serve in the military were revoked, only to be changed again under
President Biden. Therefore, it is not shocking to see GOP donations highly correlated with voting
in favor on what are republican led bills.
HB1027 and HB529 models both indicate a negative relationship between donations from
special interest groups and voting on each bill. For HB1027 a $10,000 donation from special
interest groups indicates a 56.49% decrease in likelihood of voting in favor. For HB529 a $10,000
increase in funds from special interest groups indicates a 61.29% decrease in likelihood for voting
in favor. This could be due to a relationship between special interest group donations and party, if
special interest groups are more likely to donate to Democratic representatives. If so, this
correlative relationship would correspond with examined decreases in likelihood to vote in favor
on conservative anti-LGBT+ legislation. Furthermore, it could represent an interest among special
interest groups to support legislators who vote in line with values. Again, intent or concern towards
anti-LGBT+ outcomes cannot be concluded from the data here. However, these considerations
may produce insights into future works on special interest group donation activities and interests
in Tennessee.
HB3, which requires students to prove their assigned sex at birth to participate in a sport,
shows a significant relationship between GOP and special interest group donations and voting in
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favor. Special interest groups once again have a negative relationship with voting, in which a
$10,000 increase in special interest group donations predicts a 54.80% decrease in the likelihood
of voting in favor. For GOP donations, every $10,00 increase in donations from GOP corresponds
with a 30.02 times increased chance of voting in favor.
These results further indicate the importance of ideological alliances in supporting
legislation. Monetary donations by different interest groups are shown to have significant
relationships to representatives’ votes. Donations from GOP having as large of an impact as they
are shown to in these tests support the conclusion that the GOP supports anti-LGBT+ policy. While
Industry donations do appear in some bills as significant, they are not significant for HB3, HB1182,
or HB1233. In comparison to the GOP or special interest groups, Industry donors are probably
likely to prioritize economic policy over other political stances. Industry donors are businesses and
corporations where profit is the primary motivator. In contrast, the GOP and special interest groups
advocate for changes which are rooted in socio-political perspectives. This explains why Industry
donations would have a lesser or insignificant impact on variations in voting outcomes on
legislation such as these, which are prompted by socio-political interests on gender and sexuality.
Furthermore, these results underscore the importance of considering both monetary and
ideological influences in producing outcomes in legislation. Monetary connections themselves
exhibit ideological alliances that support the passage of anti-LGBT+ policy. While monetary
influences are found to impact voting, sponsorship of anti-LGBT+ legislation were not predicted
by any monetary donation source. By sponsoring legislation, representatives exhibit their core
concerns for society and their constituency. Furthermore, among these bills they legitimize the
government’s presumed role of mandating gender and sexuality norms. That sponsorship of anti60

LGBT+ bills is highly related to a public servants’ organizational activities suggests a
representative’s ideological discourse community potentially has a greater influence on
representative decision-making than their constituency’s needs or interests.
Qualitative Results
The collective action frames employed by pro-bathroom bill conservatives appears to appeal
predominantly to fear of physical harm which more broadly relies on the foundational logic claim
that transgender peoples’ access to bathrooms is associated with danger and insecurity. These
appeals vary in emphasis on risk and safety. The role of social institutions like schools and
businesses in issues of bathroom inclusivity is called into question and given context by diagnostic
frames which identify their public bathrooms as sites of risk.
The texts I study here suggest that conservatives support and presume the conception that
inclusive bathroom policies are dangerous. Inclusion in bathrooms is constructed as generating
potential physical harm at the hands of “predators,” and emotional harm through “burdens” and
“confusion” to schools. This further confirms social justice challenges the conservative bathroom
rhetoric equates transgender people with crime, effectively othering and excluding them from
conceptions of society in doing so.
Among these texts conservative pro-bathroom prognostic frames appeal to paternalistic
conceptions of protection. The protection of individuals or women and children are constructed in
the texts as the goal and product of bathroom bills. This prognosis builds off the diagnosis of risk
of harm attributed to gender inclusive bathrooms. Whether or not an audience has accepted this
diagnosis, the conservative framework for addressing the problem is constructed as an act of
protection and defense. The bills, and those conservatives who support and pass them in
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Tennessee, are active agents of this protection. Paternalistic themes seen here include continuous
emphasis on women and children as victims who need to be protected. Statements invoke the status
of women as potential victims while excluding an acknowledgement of perpetrators and their own
agency. Furthermore, women and children are constructed as passive recipients of protection.
There is no discussion among these samples in which women are shown as active agents or as
actively requesting or desiring the paternalistic protections of bathroom bills.
The prognosis of protection is accompanied by a prognosis of ease. The bathroom bills are
suggested to provide an ease to the “burden of stress” on schools by Sen. Bell. Ease is provided
also through knowledge of the status of a bathroom. Assurances of ease, which rely on the
assumption that the gender inclusivity of a bathroom is known, further presume that an individual
at any given time should want to know the inclusivity of genders in bathrooms and that this
knowledge is relevant to their safety. In constructing ease for schools, bills are advocated to
provide “a streamlined approach,” to school questions of accommodating transgender students.
Procedural challenges are presented as a significant hurdle for schools “dealing with both claims
of privacy and discrimination,” which justifies legislative changes. However, as the bill privileges
purported privacy of cisgender students above sex and gender discrimination, the prognosis to
procedural challenges becomes the assurance that discrimination claims are not as valuable as
privacy claims. While outlining the value of privacy over inclusion, the bill is presented as
resulting in “equality in bathrooms” by Gov. Lee.
The solutions put forth become action via motivational frames. Motivational frames
provide the reasons to support a particular change. As a motivating concept, the prevention of harm
is a natural response to a threat. However, prevention of harm relies on acceptance of the
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presupposition that the threat exists. Upon accepting this presupposition then the impulse to
prevent harm is a simple appeal. Moral imperatives complicate this appeal with a value-based
argument. While statements made of moral imperatives rely on the presupposition of threat which
is established in diagnostic framing, they add an additional appeal to moral goodness. Moral
imperatives are also driven by a duty or responsibility. In the context of these texts, the duty or
responsibility at play appears to be a duty of conservative supporters to those vulnerable
populations, women, and children. Excluded from this consideration for vulnerable populations
are transgender people.
From these results I identify the subordination and exclusion of transgender people in
public spaces. The presumption of risk upon which the collective action frame of pro-bathroom
bill conservatives relies is that risk results from allowing transgender people to access a bathroom
they identify with. The proposed solutions clarify preference of exclusion of transgender students
and individuals from public spaces. In schools, accommodations are barred from encroaching on
gendered public spaces, and in private businesses statements are required to acknowledge any
gender inclusive procedures. For private businesses, this others inclusivity as requiring
acknowledgment and creates a potentially hypervigilant space where gender is scrutinized due to
the public notice. In contrast with this othering effect, Gov. Lee argues that a bathroom bill “allows
for accommodation of every student regardless of their gender.”
Transgender rights and favoring laws are identified as creating risk. The criminalization of
transgender people occurs through association with crime or through managing their access to
facilities and thus rendering their actions potentially criminal. Bathroom laws currently place the
burden on schools and businesses to bear the cost of infractions against the laws’ language. With
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the codification of bathroom practices and the legal right to seek damages should a transgender
student be allowed access to a gendered bathroom, the role of the potential transgender student is
passive but present in a web of legal issues now, and their rights have been in legal terms
suppressed and excluded.
This understanding of collective action frames in text indicates that concerns of violence
and inconvenience are used to propel bathroom bill support. These frames exclude transgender
perspectives and concerns from subject matter and constructs transgender people as an objectified
passive group which if given public gender-affirming restroom access become associated with
danger from “predatory” actors. Protection is proposed as a solution, which appeals to motivations
of harm avoidance and moral imperatives. Exclusion of transgender perspectives and bodies in the
public space is thus accomplished and supported by a construction of fear and paternalistic
protectionism.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPLORING THE TENNESSEE CASE
The Public Religion Research Institute, a partner of the Brookings Institute, found in 2019 that in
every state most of the population favored nondiscrimination protections for LGBT people (PRRI
Staff 2020). Tennesseans from this survey were estimated to favor protections at a rate of 65%.
The Williams Institute reports in a meta-analysis of public opinion surveys from 1977 to 2014 that
public support in the last three decades has rapidly increased into a steady majority support for
LGBT rights nationally (Flores 2014). While Tennessee state law prohibits cities or counties to
institute discrimination protections based on sexual orientation or gender, Knoxville, Memphis,
Franklin, Chattanooga, and Nashville and Davidson County have ordinances prohibiting
discrimination in public employment based on sexual orientation and gender identity. However,
these cannot apply to private employers. Although there are localities which support equity and
hold almost half of the population of Tennessee, a rural conservative half of the population
distributed over four times the space influences the TN General Assembly both in the House and
Senate.
Interests clash as social movements compete to have their goals produced through
legislation. Conservative movements invested in maintaining social orders of gender and sexual
orientation have formed an alliance with the GOP across decades and what we see in anti-LGBT+
laws are their interests being articulated by the party at various levels of government. The influence
of conservative alliances varies, seen for example when Donald Trump as president banned
transgender people serving in the military and appointed the first openly gay Director of National
Intelligence, Richard Grenell. As the figurehead of the Republican party through his role as
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president, Trump’s actions signify the moving goal post of alliances with a conservative religious
right as he made decisions on his stance towards gender and sexual orientation. Religious
conservative organizations like the American Family Association release both anti-transgender
and anti-gay materials and statements and support legislation which act on both but prioritize
transgender exclusion. How do conservative interests align to produce this legislation in
Tennessee? From the data analyzed in this study, I attempt to give context to some of the
mobilizing methods at work to produce these anti-LGBT+, but particularly anti-transgender laws.
I furthermore place the data in dialogue with theories in social movements, ideology, and material
connections.
ISSUE MAKING AND MATERIAL CONNECTIONS
The binary regression results performed in this study revealed that monetary donations, a
vehicle of economic power, were influential for voting in support of anti-transgender legislation
but not influential on the likelihood to sponsor the bills. Of the variables considered here, only
affiliation with a non-state conservative organization had a significant relationship with the
likelihood to sponsor. For HB1233 and HB529 representative’s affiliation with conservative
organizations indicated a four times higher likelihood to sponsor the bills than those not affiliated
with such organizations. Of further note is the absence of relationship between the other donation
types I examined and the likelihood of sponsoring legislation. GOP, Industry, and Special Interest
Group donations had no significant relationship with the likelihood of a TN General Assembly
member sponsoring anti-transgender legislation.
Analyzing monetary donations helps us understand the context of anti-transgender material
influences and alliances in Tennessee. The regression models for voting on each bill indicate a
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significant relationship between the likelihood of voting in favor on a bill and monetary donation
forms and group affiliation. Special interest group donations have a negative relationship with
voting in favor for each bill. From this we can infer that special interest groups tend to support
politicians via donations that do not support transgender legislation, but reasons for this are unclear
from this data. This may be due to donation differences along party lines. Democrats in the TN
General Assembly voted against these bills a total of 137 times, with a Democrat representative
crossing party lines to vote in favor of one of the bills 6 times (See Appendix: Voted*Party
Crosstabulation).
Observed partisan voting practices supports an inference from donations as indicative of
partisan patterns in donation reception. This is supported by the strong relationship found between
GOP donations and the likelihood to vote in favor. Monetary relationships between special interest
groups, the GOP, and voting can be analyzed in dialogue with an analysis of the ideological claims
made. Doing so provides the basis of understanding the relationships between groups. That
sponsorship is associated with non-state activities in socio-political conservative organizations
indicates more regarding the avenues through which conservative social movements see their
interests conveyed and acted upon by politicians. Monetary relationships to voting on legislation
provides evidence towards the makeup of conservative and liberal alliances.
I find voting regression models add to literature which connects conservative movements
and politics to corporate interests, illustrated by the positive relationship between industry
donations and voting in favor on HB1027 and HB529 (Blee 2010). Evidence of industry alliances
with representatives supporting these bills challenges corporate social responsibility appeals like
those from CVS Health, Comcast, and Amazon which advertised their support for LGBT+ rights
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in media campaigns during June 2021’s Pride Month but backed Republican lawmakers supporting
anti-transgender bills across Tennessee and many other states (Helmore 2021). While businesses
like these make public appeals to liberal social policies, they still fund representatives that actively
oppose equitable policy and who propose and vote for laws that support gender discrimination. To
do so, industry donors must be capable of accepting or disregarding discourse from conservatives
in exchange for other political benefits.
This analysis supports a constructionist interpretation of the material and ideological
relationships which produce anti-transgender legislation. By examining the quantitative analysis
of sponsorship and voting I show how material influences fail to fully explain the social processes
at work which generate anti-transgender interests, as donations fail to explain why representatives
sponsor bills. The exclusion of transgender bodies appears to serve material interests to an
unknown extent, evidenced by the relationship of donations to voting. However, transgenderexcluding laws are also a product of ideological interests and “reality construction
work...embroiled in the politics of signification” (Benford and Snow 2000:625).
By analyzing sponsorship and voting I examine significant relationships throughout the
legislative process for these bills. Sponsorship shows that the primary difference between those
who sponsor legislation and those who do not is membership to non-state conservative
organizations. This relationship suggests that differences in group and discourse participation play
an important role in producing legislative possibilities through a sponsored bill. These possibilities
then appear to be further supported through material and ideological alliances which assist in
producing final outcomes, or a majority vote.
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Political organizations must be able to articulate interests and maintain alliances effectively
(Lai, Presser, and Schally 2019). Social and cultural connections shared through organizations are
necessary for the cohesion of a group and for successful implementation of their goals. Through
appeals for change on social issues I examine how anti-LGBT+ ideological alliances contribute to
the implementation of anti-LGBT+ goals in Tennessee. The significant relationship between nonstate conservative organizations and sponsorship of anti-transgender laws suggests that the
organizations these representatives are a part of either actively support anti-transgender and antiLGBT+ policy broadly or are closely aligned ideologically to groups who do and supports this
qualitative approach.
Analyzing collective action frames allows me to examine how group and constituency
support is maintained. The GOP must promote investment from its supporters among different
interest groups while promoting anti-LGBT+ legislation. Politicians themselves must present
themselves and their policy as a beneficial political alliance to draw campaign donations. To do so
representatives must be able to articulate their interests in anti-transgender legislation in such a
way that no major contradictions are made that would endanger an established political alliance
with an essential constituency. Given the positive relationship between industry donations and
voting in favor of anti-transgender legislation, I argue current pro-bathroom bill discourse may be
considered as acceptable to industry donors. This discourse constructs social movement frames
that rebrands conservative religious right arguments for the public. In doing so ideological work
is performed to construct transgender issues as a major social policy issue while maintaining
material relationships that convey economic power, thus producing “resonance” with constituents
(Benford and Snow 2000:620).
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The issue presented by conservative politicians is driven by fear and an association of
transgender inclusion with risk of violence, as shown in the repeated invocation of predators when
discussing transgender bathroom access. In one interview Rep. Bud Hulsey states, “the predators
could take advantage of this new law, or this new right that has been granted to transgenders.” The
backgrounded information in this discourse is the equating of transgender rights to opportunities
for predators. Motivation frames utilize moral imperatives which are validated by the
presupposition of risks. The prevention of risk and defense of the weak “women and children,”
positioned as objects within this speech, is presented to motivate support and action.
The concept of the predator is a prognosis driven by emotional appeals to fear. The
prognosis of ease found among the corpus of texts appeals to familiarity or comfort, perhaps to the
comfort of formerly established gender norms. The “burden of stress” Sen. Mike Bell identifies
and the knowledge of “who might be waiting on the other side of a bathroom door” Rep. Tim Rudd
warns of becomes a problem because transgender inclusion is suggested to generate dilemmas and
unknowns that cause discomfort.
State representatives sponsoring transgender student exclusion in sports conceded they
weren’t sure the instance of transgender students participating in sport had occurred yet in
Tennessee (Dibble 2020). Despite this, collective action frames present transgender inclusion as a
presupposed, pressing social problem. Such statements assume that an audience will accept or
understand transgender inclusion as a problem that requires a preemptive solution. Through
presupposition the issue becomes taken for granted and perpetuates the construction of transgender
inclusion as a problem to be solved.
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Transgender interests are not often addressed. When mentioned, emphasis is put on what
transgender people have access to do rather than what access they do not have due to the laws put
forth. However, in these constructions’ transgender individuals are continuously constructed as
passive. Passivization in risk-assessment statements turn attention away from implicating
transgender people in violence directly when attention shifts to active agents, or “predators”.
Omission removes consideration of transgender interests as valid perspectives.
“It tries to put a level of protection in a school system, so they don’t have to worry about
accommodating everybody’s thoughts and feelings.” Rep. Bud Hulsey
In this statement we can clearly see the implied benefits of HB1233, which mandates sex
segregation in school bathrooms and presents a legal pathway to police public schools which do
not maintain this mandate universally. Here the benefit of legally requiring the exclusion of
transgender people in public spaces is identified as the absence of “worry about accommodating
everybody’s thoughts and feelings.” This statement implies the exclusion of transgender thoughts
and feelings specifically.
The collective action framework of conservative anti-transgender arguments can be
understood as functioning towards issue convergence for religious conservative interests. Issue
convergence is the junction of overlapping interests supporting political alliances capable of
effecting significant policy change (Velte 2017). Transgender issues are defined by the Tennessee
General Assembly in such a way that transgender perspectives are backgrounded or excluded
altogether. What is presented instead is the culmination of conservative alliances between the antiLGBT+ religious right and the Republican party.
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The discursive strategies and frameworks used by lawmakers sponsoring anti-transgender
legislation help explain the ways religious right anti-LGBT movements see their interests produced
through the state. Political and social ideologies must overlap to assist in constructing messages
that promote state-level change. The statements made in interviews by representatives suggest that
appeals to basic emotion encourage constituents to become invested in anti-transgender policies.
The status of the issue of transgender inclusion presented in diagnostic framing statements is
supported through constructed issues of fear and promoted by prognosis frames which rely on the
metaphoric predator. These claims lack evidence and presuppose risks of malicious agents. They
also support the conclusion that conservative appeals to fear sensationalized transgender rights as
presenting risk to others, namely women and children. Conservative argumentation here appeals
to paternalistic perspectives which construct women and children as objects at risk. This is fueled
by the moral imperative motivational frame, and further is evidence towards conservative right
appeals to traditional gendered social structures.
Drawing on paternalistic notions, solutions are proposed as necessary, and an act of
protection required of ethical actors. For Tennessee, transgender peoples’ place in public society
has been subordinated and made the object of conservative social relationships. This is a
consequence of the bills but is indicated to be an intended benefit of the bills to its supporters.
When transgender exclusion from public sex-segregated spaces became law in 2021, ideologically
aligned conservatives succeeded in embedding within the state government the right to
discriminate by sex and gender. This expands the power of the state, and the power of anti-LGBT+
interests. Rights to a sex segregated public school facility open legal avenues for students, parents,
and staff to submit formal complaints and obtain damages from schools, empowering anti72

transgender groups to contribute to policing transgender exclusion. These transformations in
power relationships were downplayed in conservative discourse as the bills were passed.
The issue provided by conservatives is an ideological construction. Emotionally
connecting transgender people with risk serves to dehumanize and exclude transgender
perspectives. These arguments represent an appeal to a religious right and conservative groups
across Tennessee. Through these appeals I show the frameworks and discursive strategies
conservatives deploy to promote legislation. This expands our understanding of the foundational
ideology at work and conveyed through non-state conservative organizations.
Legislation in Tennessee is an outcome of pervasive discriminatory concepts. The fear and
confusion used to construct these concepts are costly to transgender people who are dehumanized
and excluded as laws are passed to restrict their presence in public spaces. Tennesseans will have
to address the power to restrict access and inclusion in public spaces by sex and gender now held
by the state government. Furthermore, risk to free speech and legalized discrimination should be
considered. By mandating businesses make public statements on matters of bathroom inclusion,
the state requires private citizens to publicly use speech to indicate a stance on a matter of political
dispute. Furthermore, by providing the right to sue for damages to someone who uses a publicschool bathroom when a transgender person is present, the state protects gender and sex
discrimination that may have implications for future laws.
This evidence contributes to work which links social movement success to ideological
appeals and underlying beliefs which motivate actions and impose social orders on a subordinated
class (Gillan 2008; Callinicos 2007). By examining the discourse of representatives, I also
contribute to literature which examines legitimizing efforts by political groups (Petrocik 1996;
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Petrocik, Benoit, and Hansen 2003; Benford and Snow 2000). I have endeavored to describe the
legitimizing appeals made in conservative rhetoric which promote conservative social interests
towards anti-transgender action. In doing so, I hope to contribute to our understanding of
conservative social movements in Tennessee and their implications to social justice initiatives
seeking to combat them in Republican dominated spaces.
POWER DEVALUATION AT WORK
Thus far I have described how anti-LGBT+ interests in Tennessee converge through
representatives to promote conservative stances. Conservative movements, such as anti-LGBT+
movements, are contextualized by their oppositional stances to progressive changes (Blee and
Creasap 2010). The power devaluation model deepens our understanding of conservative
movements by focusing on why conservative movements emerge in opposition to certain changes
(McVeigh and Estep 2019). Power devaluation refers to the experience of power loss by a group
that provokes efforts to maintain power. Power devaluation is explained by McVeigh and Estep as
occurring in three economies of power: (1) political, (2) economic, and (3) social status (2019:58).
In these economies of social power agents in society exchange votes, money, and cultural
knowledge to gain political and social influence.
An examination of the timeline of LGBT+ rights in America supports the conclusion that
Tennessee state-level responses can be approached as power devaluation responses. While the
United States federal government has not taken much action to enshrine LGBT+ rights we see that
Tennessee anti-LGBT+ laws, which target gay marriage, LGBT+ rights to healthcare, rights to
equal treatment, and more, appear to emerge following federal progressive changes.
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The graph below illustrates this point. From this timeline, we see that conservative, antiLGBT+ laws in Tennessee follow progressive laws or policies implemented at the federal level.
Furthermore, this shows the spike in anti-LGBT+ legislation after 2015, when same-sex marriage
was legalized and at a time in which support for LGBT+ rights was gaining public majority
approval nationally (PRRI Staff 2020). The pro-LGBT+ trend in politics signals a loss of power
to religious conservatives in opposition to LGBT+ rights. The devaluation experienced in the
economies of power provokes responses to maintain power where possible. The power of the state
to implement policies unaddressed by federal laws present the state as the platform for anti-LGBT+
interests to protect their power through conservative alliances.
Economic power may be threatened by corporate responsibility tactics which launch
campaigns in public support of LGBT+ rights. However, economic support does not appear to be
withheld from Tennessee representatives who voted yes, who receive a significantly higher
proportion of industry donations than those who voted nay. My quantitative analysis suggests that
monetary donations are significantly related to voting, but do not influence sponsorship of antiLGBT+ bills. As I have discussed, the significance of monetary contributions towards votes may
also be understood as a difference between partisan support and power. Industry donations were
significantly correlated with anti-LGBT+ votes, suggesting that industry donors still supported
conservatives disproportionately. In Tennessee, anti-LGBT+ stances do not appear to experience
a devaluation in economic power among campaign donations.
When diagnosing the issues that propel the legislation addressed here, Senator Mike Bell
claims that HB1233 “provides a clear path forward for Tennessee.” The backgrounded issue in
Bell’s appeal to the TN General Assembly is the presence of openly transgender students or staff
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Figure 1 LGBT+ Directed Laws over Time
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in schools create a “burden of stress” for schools that must be addressed. The challenge of
moderating inclusion emerges now as support and acceptance of transgender people and rights
grows. This can be seen at the federal level where President Biden reversed the transgender ban in
the military and appointed the first transwoman Dr. Rachel Levine to be appointed to the
President’s cabinet, signaling once again that the federal government does not align, at least not
consistently, with an anti-LGBT+ exclusionary stance. Senator Bell emphasizes in his argument
that,
“If you don’t think this is an issue our schools are dealing with you need to talk to your local
schools. It’s not only the high schools, but I’ve got a school that in some parts of the state would
probably be considered a middle school, but it’s a k-8 in my district that is dealing with this at
their school.”
In this statement, it is asserted that schools being asked to include transgender children or
faculty present a pressing dilemma that must be addressed by the state for schools to proceed with
correct policies. In a different quote from Rep. Bud Hulsey, the source of risk that must be
addressed is identified as “this new law, or this new right that have been granted to transgenders.”
In this acknowledgement, we can see that these laws are considered necessary as a response to
transgender inclusion and rights. The passage of anti-LGBT+ laws then are reactions to rights or
laws that are pro-LGBT+ and are enacted to combat the inclusion of LGBT+ people in society.
Furthermore, the use of fear in response to LGBT+ rights indicate an experience of power
devaluation. While the construction of fear is explained by the risk of “predator” agents, the
prognosis of risk indicates a devaluation of power to maintain social norms and organizing
principles of public spaces. The challenge to past organization of public spaces posed by changing
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transgender access is the basis of risk. While the risk is not supported through evidence, it
constructs for recipients of discourse a collective action frame that action must be taken to maintain
control over these spaces.
With national changes in favor of LGBT+ rights the state government provides the
opportunity to see anti-LGBT+ legislation enacted in defense of the state’s religious conservative
community’s power. Through my analysis I find that these changes are likely supported by
conservative alliances and networks with religious conservative interests. Sponsorship was shown
to significantly correlate with representative’s membership to non-state conservative organizations
and thus indicates that anti-LGBT+ movements utilize political alliances with these organizations
to produce legislative outcomes. Political alliances can be examined via material relationships and
ideological claims. Anti-LGBT+ interests can be inspected through the context of an anti-LGBT+
bills passing.
This study supports a power devaluation model approach to anti-LGBT+ movements in
Tennessee. In contrast to theory that relies on resource mobilization to explain social movement
actions, power devaluation argues that a change in power provokes conservative responses. My
analysis supports this analysis with evidence that Tennessee representatives produce anti-LGBT+
bills in response to growing LGBT+ rights.
This contributes to research which supports the power devaluation model as a useful tool
for contextualizing conservative movements and the conditions which provoke their mobilization.
It also contributes to my argument that the ideological claims made in anti-LGBT+ discourse must
be considered to understand the influence of anti-LGBT+ interests in Tennessee. Conservative
groups and thus engagement in their discourses is significant to the proposal of the legislation
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analyzed in this study, and the prioritization of anti-LGBT+ interests among these groups is the
result of an experience of power devaluation.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS
Power devaluation, collective action frames, and material power aid in explaining the social forces
which contribute to the passage of anti-LGBT+ laws in Tennessee. Material influences via
campaign donations illustrate partisan differences in material power and political alliances
between anti-LGBT+ representatives and donor groups. Non-state conservative groups are
significantly related to sponsorship of anti-LGBT+ laws, suggesting that these groups are aligned
with or are characterized by anti-LGBT+ interests. Furthermore, the case of Tennessee can be
analyzed as a state-level oppositional response to national progressive trends which represent the
devaluation of religious conservative power.
The qualitative analysis in this study provides evidence that Tennessee legal actions are
explained as acts of protection for a community. The protection offered is predominantly directed
towards women and children who are constructed as passive objects who potentially are victims
of violence from “predators”. These appeals rely on the equating of transgender rights and
inclusion with danger and violence. These arguments appeal to paternalistic and religious
conservative stances that construct women and children as weak, men as protectors, and
transgender people as an abnormal minority whose inclusion ought to be combatted.
Through these analyses I hope to contribute to our understanding of conservative forces in
Tennessee that promote anti-LGBT+, particularly anti-transgender, interests. While support for
LGBT+ issues has grown, interests have aligned to prompt legal changes that will continue to
effect LGBT+ people in Tennessee and other states. By examining how these laws come to be
passed via sponsorship and voting patterns and ideological appeals in discourse I examine the
influence of anti-LGBT+ movements at the state level.
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My analysis supports the use of the power devaluation model for conservative movements
and legislative trends. Mixed methods have aided me in providing a more complex understanding
of my case and provides the opportunity to put findings in dialogue with complex systems.
Ideological and material influences ought to both be considered as tools of social movements that
must be understood in relationship to one another. Studies which exclude ideological, or material
influences may fall short of fully explaining social movements.
The trend towards anti-LGBT+ bills in state legislation continues. Tennessee’s 2022
legislative session has been flagged to contain fourteen bills on Freedom for All American’s antitransgender legislative tracker (Hood 2022). One such bill, HB0578, “would ban genderconfirming therapy to minors and charge parents who violate the law with child abuse” (Hood
2022). These bills threaten to further disempower LGBT+ people and prevent gender affirming
care that has been shown to prevent suicide and other negative mental health outcomes among
nonbinary and transgender youth (Nahata, Chelvakumar, & Leibowitz 2017). At this point,
transgender youths’ wellbeing is not the focus or concern of Tennessee lawmakers. While
discourse suggests they construct these laws as protective, they are against medical
recommendations that consider the well-being of gender non-conforming youth (Nahata,
Chelvakumar, & Leibowitz 2017). Action must be taken to defend the well-being of these youth,
as well as the freedoms of families and healthcare providers to provide care unburdened by the
prejudices of lawmakers.
Future research should pursue an increased understanding of ideological appeals and
material influences and how they produce conservative legislation. This project is limited to the
state of Tennessee, other states producing anti-LGBT+ laws may reveal differences in material
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and ideological relationships of interest to researchers. Finally, a longitudinal study may reveal
changes in support for anti-LGBT+ stances over time in material and discoursal analyses. It is
important for scholars of social movements, human rights, and gender studies to grow our
understanding of how these laws are passed despite growing national support for inclusive
legislation. Exclusionary policy presents a challenge to legal rights and democracy that must be
confronted as such policy continues to be passed.
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APPENDIX
Sponsored Data Tables
Table 8.1 Omnibus Test of Model Coefficients Sponsorship HB1233
Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

14.695

4

.005

Block

14.695

4

.005

Model

14.695

4

.005

a. Bill = HB1233

Table 1.2 Classification Table Sponsorship HB1233

Classification Table
Predicted
Sponsored
Observed

Step 1

Sponsored

Not sponsored

Not sponsored
Sponsored

Overall Percentage

Percentage

Sponsored

Correct

108

0

100.0

22

0

.0
83.1

a. Bill = HB1233
b. The cut value is .500
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Sponsored Data Tables
Table 1.3 HB1233 Variables in the Equation Sponsorship

Variables in the Equationa
Step 1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

1.516

.599

6.413

1

.011

4.556

Industry

.010

.011

.798

1

.372

1.010

Special Interest Groups

-.196

.154

1.617

1

.204

.822

GOP

-.343

.356

.931

1

.335

.710

Constant

-2.223

.626

12.608

1

<.001

.108

Affiliated with Conservative
Non-Gov Orgs (1)

a. Bill = HB1233
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 9.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Sponsorship HB529

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

15.777

4

.003

Block

15.777

4

.003

Model

15.777

4

.003

a. Bill = HB529

Table 2.2 Classification Table Sponsorship HB529

Classification Table
Predicted
Sponsored
Observed
Step 1

Sponsored

Percentage

Not sponsored

Sponsored

Correct

Not sponsored

94

2

97.9

Sponsored

34

0

.0

Overall Percentage

72.3

a. Bill = HB529
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Sponsorship Data Tables
Table 2.3 Variables in the Equation Sponsorship HB529

Variables in the Equationa
Step 1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

1.393

.476

8.566

1

.003

4.026

Industry

-.006

.010

.341

1

.559

.994

Special Interest Groups

-.076

.089

.729

1

.393

.927

GOP

-.166

.238

.486

1

.486

.847

Constant

-1.358

.492

7.618

1

.006

.257

Affiliated with Conservative
Non-Gov Orgs (1)

a. Bill = HB529
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.
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Voting Data Tables
Table 10.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB1182

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

74.899

4

<.001

Block

74.899

4

<.001

Model

74.899

4

<.001

a. Bill = HB1182

Table 3.2 Model Summary Voting HB1182

Model Summary
Step

-2 Log

Cox & Snell R

Nagelkerke R

likelihood

Square

Square

1

59.151b

.479

.695

a. Bill = HB1182
b. Estimation terminated at iteration number 10 because
parameter estimates changed by less than .001.
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Voting Data Tables
Table 3.3 Variables in the Equation Voting HB1182

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step

1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

3.933

1.078

13.301

1

<.001

51.051

6.168

422.568

Industry

.037

.021

3.058

1

.080

1.038

.996

1.082

Special Interest Groups

-.343

.160

4.596

1

.032

.710

.519

.971

GOP

3.607

1.868

3.729

1

.053

36.847

.948

1432.683

Constant

-.530

.600

.779

1

.377

.589

Affiliated with
Conservative Non-Gov
Orgs(1)

a. Bill = HB1182
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 11.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB1233

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

60.478

4

<.001

Block

60.478

4

<.001

Model

60.478

4

<.001

a. Bill = HB1233
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Voting Data Tables
Table 4.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB1233

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step

1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

4.143

1.237

11.220

1

<.001

62.976

5.578

711.070

Industry

.029

.016

3.398

1

.065

1.030

.998

1.062

Special Interest Groups

-.290

.115

6.330

1

.012

.748

.597

.938

GOP

-.054

.028

3.759

1

.053

.947

.896

1.001

Constant

.253

.521

.235

1

.628

1.287

Affiliated with
Conservative Non-Gov
Orgs (1)

a. Bill = HB1233
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Affiliated with Conservative Non-Gov Orgs, Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 12.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB1027

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

42.674

3

<.001

Block

42.674

3

<.001

Model

42.674

3

<.001

a. Bill = HB1027
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Voting Data Tables
Table 5.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB1027

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step 1b

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Industry

.036

.017

4.789

1

.029

1.037

1.004

1.071

Special Interest

-.449

.145

9.626

1

.002

.639

.481

.848

GOP

3.680

1.777

4.288

1

.038

39.648

1.218

1291.000

Constant

1.067

.462

5.326

1

.021

2.907

Groups

a. Bill = HB1027
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 13.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB3

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

36.363

3

<.001

Block

36.363

3

<.001

Model

36.363

3

<.001

Step 1

a. Bill = HB3
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Voting Data Tables
Table 6.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB3

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)
B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Industry

.027

.017

2.409

1

.121

1.027

.993

1.062

Special Interest

-.438

.152

8.268

1

.004

.646

.479

.870

GOP

3.402

1.663

4.183

1

.041

30.018

1.153

781.854

Constant

1.603

.522

9.430

1

.002

4.969

Step 1b

Groups

a. Bill = HB3
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Table 14.1 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients Voting HB529

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Step 1

Chi-square

df

Sig.

Step

44.090

3

<.001

Block

44.090

3

<.001

Model

44.090

3

<.001

a. Bill = HB529
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Voting Data Tables
Table 7.2 Variables in the Equation Voting HB529

Variables in the Equationa
95% C.I.for EXP(B)

Step

B

S.E.

Wald

df

Sig.

Exp(B)

Lower

Upper

Industry

.036

.017

4.718

1

.030

1.037

1.004

1.072

Special Interest

-.478

.148

10.414

1

.001

.620

.464

.829

GOP

3.616

1.732

4.359

1

.037

37.192

1.248

1108.437

Constant

1.161

.483

5.793

1

.016

3.195

1b

Groups

a. Bill = HB529
b. Variable(s) entered on step 1: Industry, Special Interest Groups, GOP.

Figure of LGBT+ Affecting Laws over Time

Figure 1: Plot of LGBT+ Affecting Bills from Federal and Tennessee Lawmakers
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Content Analysis Corpus of Texts
Table 8.1: Transgender Bathroom Bill Debate Continues in Tennessee Legislature – YouTube
Timespan

1

0:00.0

Content

- WHO HAVE HAD THE VACCINE TO

0:01.0
2

0:01.0

- SHARE THEIR EXPERIENCE WITH

0:02.0
3

0:02.0

- FRIENDS AND FAMILY TO

0:03.0
4

0:03.0

- ENCOURAGE MORE PEOPLE TO FEEL

0:05.0
5

0:05.0

- COMFORTABLE ABOUT SIGNING UP.

0:06.0
6

0:06.0

- STATE LAWMAKERS ARE TALKING

0:08.0
7

0:08.0

- AGAIN, ABOUT BATHROOMS AND

0:11.0
8

0:11.0

- GENDER A MEASURE UP FOR DEBATE

0:12.0
9

0:12.0

- WOULD REQUIRE BUSINESSES TO

0:13.0
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Table 8.1 Continued
10
0:13.0 - ACTUALLY, POST WARNING SIGNS
0:15.0
11

0:15.0

- OUTSIDE ANY BATHROOM

0:16.0
12

0:16.0

- CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE CIVIL

0:18.0
13

0:18.0

- RIGHTS ACTIVISTS CALL IT AN

0:19.0
14

0:19.0

- ATTACK ON A GROUP OF PEOPLE

0:21.0
15

0:21.0

- ALREADY UNDER SCRUTINY. WELL,

0:22.0
16

0:22.0

- NEW AT 5 OR STATE CAPITOL

0:23.0
17

0:23.0

- NEWSROOM. REPORTER GERALD

0:24.0
18

0:24.0

- HARRIS SHOWS US WHY LEADERS

0:28.0
19

0:28.0

- ARE MOVING FORWARD WITH THIS.

0:29.0
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Table 8.1 Continued
20
0:29.0 - TRANSGENDER RIGHTS
0:33.0

00:29
ADVOCATES CELEBRATED HOUSE

21

0:33.0

- BILL. 1182 BEING TAKEN OFF THE

0:35.0
22

0:35.0

- HOUSE CALENDAR. THE BILL

0:37.0
23

0:37.0

- IN PLAIN VIEW INSIDE PUBLIC

0:40.0
24

0:40.0

- AND PRIVATE BUSINESSES LETTING

0:41.0
25

0:41.0

- PEOPLE KNOW IF A BATHROOM IS

0:43.0
26

0:43.0

- INCLUSIVE. SO, THIS BILL

0:47.0
27

0:47.0

- BASICALLY, IS TRYING TO DO.

0:48.0
28

0:48.0

- DRAW ATTENTION TO TRANSGENDER

0:52.0
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Table 8.1 Continued
29
0:52.0 - PEOPLE IN A NEGATIVE WAY. AND
0:53.0
30

0:53.0

- DRAW IN A NEGATIVE WAY TO

0:59.0
31

0:59.0

- TRANSGENDER PEOPLE TO USE THE

1:00.0
32

1:00.0

- RESTROOM. BUT THE CELEBRATION

1:02.0
33

1:02.0

- MAY HAVE COME TOO SOON. HOUSE

1:03.0
34

1:03.0

- BILL SPONSOR REPRESENTATIVE

1:05.0
35

1:05.0

- TIM RUDD SAYS THE BILL IS

1:07.0
36

1:07.0

- STILL ALIVE, with a CHANCE IT'S COMING

1:08.0
37

1:08.0

- BACK WHERE IT SAYS THE BILL

1:11.0
38

1:11.0

- WILL PROTECT AGAINST POTENTIAL

1:12.0

100

Table 8.1 Continued
39
1:12.0 - PREDATORS. IF WE DON'T DO
1:13.0
40

1:13.0
1:17.0

- SOMETHING LIKE THIS THE
01:13
PREDATORS COULD TAKE ADVANTAGE

41

1:17.0

- of this new law, or this new RIGHT THAT

1:18.0
42

1:18.0

- HAVE BEEN GRANTED

1:19.0
43

1:19.0

- TRANSGENDERS. BUT IN NO WAY IS

1:20.0
44

1:20.0

- THIS MEANT TO LIMIT

1:24.0
45

1:24.0
1:26.0

- TRANSGENDERS ACCESS TO a restroom
01:24
It's SIMPLY Warning THAT THAT

46

1:26.0

- OPPOSITE sex COULD BE in your

1:27.0
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Table 8.1 Continued
47
1:27.0 - Restroom. OPPONENTS SAY THE
1:29.0
48

1:29.0

- BILL WILL ALLOW FOR ANOTHER

1:31.0
49

1:31.0

- AVENUE TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST

1:33.0
50

1:33.0
1:34.0

- TRANSGENDER INDIVIDUALS
01:33
TRANSGENDER PEOPLE ALREADY

51

1:34.0

- FACE A GREAT DEAL OF

1:37.0
52

1:37.0

- IN THE LAST THING THEY NEED

1:39.0
53

1:39.0

- IS THEIR STATE GOVERNMENT.

1:42.0
54

1:42.0

- COMING AFTER THEM AND TO

1:43.0
55

1:43.0

- THAT.

1:44.0
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Table 8.1 Continued
56
1:44.0 - THE AMENDED BILL WILL NOT
1:47.0
57

1:47.0

- INCLUDE SINGLE STALL BATHROOMS

1:48.0
58

1:48.0

- AND REQUIRE THE SIGNS TO BE

1:50.0
59

1:50.0

- POSTED IN PLAIN VIEW ON

1:51.0
60

1:51.0

- BATHROOM DOORS. REPUBLICAN

1:53.0
61

1:53.0
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By Dodging Bathrooms Case, Supreme Court Cements Earlier Win for Transgender Rights, By
Sarah P. Perry
In a heartbreaking move for conservative court watchers, on Monday the Supreme Court denied a
petition to review the case of Gavin Grimm v. Gloucester County School Board—an appeal from
the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals over a biological girl’s access to the boy’s bathroom in one
Virginia school district.
In so doing, it hands a victory to the former student, Gavin Grimm; establishes a bad precedent on
the ability of students in federally funded schools to use the bathroom of their choosing; and misses
a chance to clarify Title IX.
The denial was a bit of déjà vu for the Supreme Court. Grimm’s campaign for bathroom access
began in 2015. After a win at the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals, the justices in 2017 remanded the
same student’s case to the 4th Circuit to interpret Title IX in light of the Trump administration’s
withdrawal of a federal guidance that had previously permitted mixed-sex bathroom use in schools
receiving federal funds.
Get exclusive insider information from Heritage experts delivered straight to your inbox each
week. Subscribe to The Agenda >>
In that previous appeal, the lower court had relied on an interpretation of federal law by the Obama
administration’s Education Department, which determined that transgender students could use the
bathroom of their choice. It had not, however, reached a substantive conclusion on whether that
interpretation was correct.
The Supreme Court’s denial of review cements a substantive win for Grimm. The 4th Circuit held
in 2020 that Title IX and the equal protection clause required the school district to allow Grimm,
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a biological girl, to use the boy’s bathroom. Even the school’s provision of a separate, sex-neutral
bathroom for Grimm was considered insufficient to protect Grimm’s legal interests.
Two of the court’s arch conservatives, Justices Clarence Thomas, and Samuel Alito, dissented and
would have granted review. Perhaps they rightly recognized a lost opportunity to bring clarity to
Title IX’s current patchwork of competing schemes and interpretive guidance.
States, the Biden administration, individual school districts, and the courts have all taken varying
approaches in response to President Joe Biden’s executive order of Jan. 20, which directs all
federal agencies to include sexual orientation and gender identity within the interpretation and
application of the antidiscrimination laws enforced by their respective agencies.
This may not be the only time the Supreme Court has a chance to review what is required by Title
IX’s provisions, though, as another Title IX lawsuit challenging sex-segregated athletics is
currently pending in the 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, after being dismissed by a federal trial
judge who made clear his political preferences on the transgender issue.
In addition, a school district’s petition for the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals to rehear yet
another school bathroom case is currently pending.
Should either the 2nd or 11th circuit’s take a textualist approach to Title IX, the conflicting
interpretations would set up another opportunity for the Supreme Court to clarify whether its glib
expansion last term of “sex” in anti-discrimination employment law in Bostock v. Clayton County
to include sexual orientation and gender identity applies to other anti-discrimination statutes.
Indeed, in the Bostock v. Clayton County opinion itself, Justice Neil Gorsuch, writing for the
majority, clearly stated that the ruling on Title VII’s expansion of
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“Sex discrimination” to include sexual orientation and transgender status should not be construed
as automatically applying to other federal civil rights laws:
The employers worry that our decision will sweep beyond Title VII to other federal or state laws
that prohibit sex discrimination. And, under Title VII itself, they say sex-segregated bathrooms,
locker rooms, and dress codes will prove unsustainable after our decision today.
But none of these other laws are before us; we have not had the benefit of adversarial testing about
the meaning of their terms, and we do not prejudge any such question today.
Under Title VII, too, we do not purport to address bathrooms, locker rooms, or anything else of
the kind. The only question
before us is whether an employer who fires someone simply for being homosexual or transgender
has discharged or otherwise discriminated against that individual ‘because of such individual’s
sex.’
The recent guidance issued by the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights makes clear
that at least until a change in administration or the Supreme Court’s review of the issue, Title IX’s
prohibition on sex discrimination in educational institutions that receive federal funding will be
interpreted to mean discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity, too.
However, both the president’s January executive order and the Department of Education’s recent
guidance remain silent on potential enforcement actions the agency might take against institutions
that don’t comply. Schools should anticipate future guidance from the Education Department on
how to comply with its new Title IX interpretation—and what the consequences of noncompliance
might be.
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While religious schools will continue to enjoy a religious exemption granted to them by the
implementing regulations of Title IX, that, too is currently being challenged in court, with a class
of students at religious institutions claiming that Title IX’s religious exemption is unconstitutional
as a violation of their right to equal protection.
This piece originally appeared in The Daily Signal.

Putting Privacy and Safety over Gender Politics: Messaging on Gender and Bathroom Bills by
Heritage Foundation
Messaging Priorities
We must protect everyone’s privacy and safety by guarding women and children against those
who would abuse laws.
Government is making the situation worse with aggressive, one-size fits-all solutions.
Communicate sensitivity and awareness of the difficulties and complications of issue.
Source: Recommendations based off online surveys using a national representative sample of
1,008 U.S. voters conducted April 19-27, 2016, and 1,022 U.S. adults conducted May 19,2016
with margins of error of ±3.1%.

Senator Mike Bell 4/21/21 R-9
Senate Session 26th legislative day.
The amendment will require a public school to make reasonable accommodation to a person who
has conveyed through a written request that they are unable or unwilling to use a multi-occupancy
restroom or changing facility within the school building designated for the person’s sex. It protects
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the well-being of children and removes the burden of stress of accommodation from teachers,
schools, parents, students, providing a clear path forward for the schools in Tennessee.
Mr. Speaker, I’ll stop here just briefly from my notes if you don’t think this is an issue our schools
are dealing with you need to talk to your local schools. It’s not only the high schools, but I’ve got
a school that in some parts of the state would probably be considered a middle school, but it’s a k8 in my district that is dealing with this at their school.
The amendment makes the bill, revising the language in several sections of the bill in regards to
the definition of reasonable accommodation and detailing the appeal process. Section 3 defines the
terms of the bill, most important of which are reasonable accommodation and sex. Reasonable
accommodation includes access to single-occupancy rooms and changing facilities. It does not
include access to restrooms or changing rooms designated to the opposite sex, requesting the
school to remodel their facilities, or limiting access to restrooms or changing facilities if it violates
state or local building codes. Restroom means a facility with one or more toilets or urinals, so this
bill does not impact single-use restroom or facilities.
Sex is defined as biological sex determined by anatomy and genetics at the time of birth. Section
4 details how a school will provide accommodations to a student, teacher, or employee who desires
greater privacy when using a multi-use facility and has submitted a written request for such
reasonable accommodation. A principal will review the request and approve it or deny it
accordingly. If it’s denied the principal must provide the reason for the decision. The bill does not
prohibit policies which accommodate people with disabilities or those in need of physical
assistance when using restrooms or changing facilities. Section 5 details the actions a person may
take if their request for accommodations was denied by a principal; they may appeal their decision
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to the director of schools or their designee, who will then attempt to resolve the complaint within
15 days of receiving it. If the persons request is denied by the director or their designee, they may
request a hearing on the matter before an impartial officer elected by the local board of education.
The officer must have no history of employment with the local director of schools and no
relationship with any board member or person requesting the hearing.
Section 6 details the circumstances under which a student, teacher, or employee may have a private
right of action against the LEA or public school. This requires encountering a member of the
opposite sex in a multi-use restroom or facility in the school, and the fact that the room is
designated for the person’s sex, and the LEA or school allowed a member, in other words it had
to be intentional, of the opposite sex to enter
the room while other persons were present. This also includes circumstances where a student,
teacher, or employee has to share sleeping quarters with a member of the opposite sex unless they
are related, as in an athletic trip or school field trip.
The person may bring suit in chancery court, and should they prevail in court they may obtain
compensatory damages including and not limited to psychological, emotional, and physical harm
and they are also entitled to recover reasonable attorney's fees. This section does not limit other
remedies of law where equity is available to the person against the school. A civil action must be
filed within one year of the complaint from which the claim arose.
Mr. Speaker that is an explanation of amendment number 1 and I second the motion on amendment
number 1.

Tennessee Gov Signs Transgender ‘bathroom bill’ for Schools – Associated Press
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee has signed legislation that puts public schools
and their districts at risk of losing civil lawsuits if they let transgender students or employees use
multi-person bathrooms or locker rooms that do not reflect their sex assigned at birth.
LGBTQ advocates have decried the legislation as discriminatory. It’s the first bill restricting
bathroom use by transgender people signed in any state in about five years, according to Wyatt
Ronan, a spokesperson for the Human Rights Campaign.
The Republican governor signed the bill Friday, cementing another policy into law this year in
Tennessee that targets the transgender community. Numerous antitransgender measures have
advanced recently in GOP-led statehouses across the country, including in Texas, Alabama, and
Arkansas.
Under the bathroom measure, a student, parent, or employee could sue in an effort to claim
monetary damages “for all psychological, emotional, and physical harm suffered” if school
officials allow a transgender person into the bathroom or locker room when others are in there.
They also could take legal action if required to stay in the same sleeping quarters as a member of
the opposite sex at birth unless that person is a family member.
The proposal says schools must try to offer a bathroom or changing facility that is singleoccupancy or that is for employees if a student or employee “desires greater privacy when using a
multi-occupancy restroom or changing facility” designated for their sex at birth.
Lee, who is up for reelection next year, has said the bill promotes “equality in bathrooms,” despite
the prohibition against transgender people using multi-person facilities that don’t align with their
sex at birth. The legislation takes effect July 1.
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“That bill provides equal access to every student. It’s a reasonable accommodation,” Lee told
reporters last week. “It allows for accommodation for every student regardless of their gender. I
think that’s a smart approach to the challenge.” The American Civil Liberties Union of Tennessee
has said the requirement would violate equal protection rights under the Constitution and the Civil
Rights Act. The ACLU expects the law will be challenged in court.
“Transgender students should be treated with respect and dignity, just like everyone else,” ACLU
of Tennessee Executive Director Hedy Weinberg said in a statement. “Governor Lee’s decision to
sign this bill sends the opposite message -– that student should be able to discriminate against a
group of their classmates by avoiding sharing public spaces with them and sue their schools if they
are prevented from doing so.”
Challenging a school policy currently presents procedural hurdles, including legal standing and
immunity issues, said state ACLU spokesperson Lindsay Kee. The law presents a “clear path to
litigation” about bathrooms and allows for attorneys’ fees awards, Kee said.
Such measures have been met with opposition from LGBTQ advocates and
prominent business interests. Nonetheless, it isn’t the first — and won’t be the last — proposed
restriction affecting the transgender community to come before Lee this year. So far nationally,
there has been no big, tangible repercussion where bills have passed targeting transgender people,
unlike the swift backlash from the business community to North Carolina’s 2016 “bathroom bill.”
The governor has already signed a different proposal this year that bars transgender athletes from
playing girls public high school or middle school sports.
The NCAA recently picked three states — Tennessee, Alabama, and Arkansas — that ban
interscholastic transgender athletes as host schools for softball regionals, with Arkansas’ law also
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applying to college sports. The decision came after the organization reiterated support for
transgender athletes in college sports, warning that future events should only be in places that are
“safe, healthy and free of discrimination.”
Lee has also signed legislation to require school districts to alert parents 30 days in advance before
students are taught about sexual orientation or gender identity. Parents could also opt their student
out of the lesson. The requirement would not apply when a teacher is responding to a student’s
question or referring to a historic figure or group.
Lee is still deciding whether to sign a different variety of “bathroom bill” that passed this year.
This one would require businesses or government facilities open
to the public to post a sign if they let transgender people use multi-person bathrooms, locker rooms
or changing rooms with people of their gender identity, not just their gender at birth.
Another bill passed by lawmakers seeks to ban gender-affirming medical treatment for trans
minors — including the use of puberty blockers and hormone therapy. Lee has not acted on the
legislation yet. Arkansas approved a similar version earlier this year over a veto from Republican
Gov. Asa Hutchinson.

Tennessee Passes Law Banning Trans Students from Using Correct Bathrooms by Nico Lang
Despite the potential blowback to trans-affirming school districts, HB 1233 passed the Tennessee
Senate by a 23-7 margin and 70-22 on its second vote in the House, following a Senate amendment.
The bill was quietly signed into law Friday by Tennessee’s Republican governor, Bill Lee, who
did not issue a statement regarding the enactment of HB 1233. According to CNN, the news was
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made public only when the state General Assembly website was updated to reflect that Lee had
greenlit the legislation.
Lee’s signature was widely anticipated given that he had already given his gubernatorial thumbsup to two other anti-equality laws in 2021: one banning trans girls from sports and the other
allowing parents to opt their children out of LGBTQ+ education. Earlier in the week, the first-term
conservative had lauded HB 1233 as a “smart approach to the challenge” of trans restroom access
in schools.
“It’s a reasonable accommodation, it allows for accommodation for every student regardless of
their gender,” Lee said, according to the Chattanooga Times Free Press.
HB 1233 is expected to become law on July 1, making it the first anti-trans bathroom bill to be
enacted in the United States in 5 years. In 2016, North Carolina’s short-lived House Bill 2 —
which applied broadly to public accommodations in government buildings — was repealed and
replaced with a watered-down version following boycotts of the state projected to cost $3.7 billion
in lost revenue over the next 12 years.
National advocacy groups slammed Tennessee, after warning that another bathroom bill could be
both costly to the state and extremely dangerous for trans youth. In a statement, Human Rights
Campaign president Alphonso David said Tennessee lawmakers “are using their power to harm
and further stigmatize trans youth.”
“The state of Tennessee is quickly becoming a national leader for anti-LGBTQ legislation, as
lawmakers would rather discriminate against LGBTQ youth than focus on real problems facing
Tennesseans,” he said, adding: “Gov. Lee’s shameful decision to sign this baseless and
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discriminatory bill into law will harm the health and well-being of trans students in Tennessee by
creating daily degrading experiences for them at school.”
The discriminatory bill now heads to Governor Bill Lee’s desk and is likely to become law.
Local LGBTQ+ organizations, meanwhile, worried about the impact of refusing affirm restroom
access to trans youth who are already extremely marginalized. Aislinn Bailey, a board member
with Tri-Cities Transgender, called HB 1233 “evil” and predicted it would lead to “unwarranted
scrutiny and prejudice.”

Tennessee to Mandate Bathroom Signs About Transgender Use by Kimberlee Kruesi and Jonathan
Mattise
Tennessee will become the first state in the United States to require businesses and government
facilities open to the public to post a sign if they let transgender people use multiperson bathrooms,
locker rooms or changing rooms associated with their gender identity.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee will become the first state in the United States to require
businesses and government facilities open to the public to post a sign if they let transgender people
use multiperson bathrooms, locker rooms or changing rooms associated with their gender identity.
Republican Gov. Bill Lee signed a bill Monday that represents a first-of-its-kind law, according to
the Human Rights Campaign, an LGBTQ advocacy group that decried the bill as discriminatory
and said the required signs are “offensive and humiliating.” The law will go into effect July 1.
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Lee, who is up for reelection next year, had previously been mum on whether he would sign the
bill. Instead, he told reporters earlier this month that he always had “concerns about business
mandates” but was still reviewing the bill.

Lee's approval came just a few days after he signed legislation that puts public schools and their
districts at risk of losing civil lawsuits if they let transgender students or employees use
multiperson bathrooms or locker rooms that do not reflect their sex at birth. It was the first bill
restricting bathroom use by transgender people signed in any state in about five years, according
to the Human Rights Campaign.
Lee also signed a different proposal this year that bars transgender athletes from playing girls
public high school or middle school sports.

Republican statehouses have been awash in culture war legislation across the country this year,
particularly focusing on the LGBT community. Tennessee has been the front lines on that fight,
with civil rights advocates pointing out that only Texas has filed more anti-LGBT bills in the
country.

Yet, to date, there has been no big, tangible repercussion where bills have passed targeting
transgender people, unlike the swift backlash from the business community to North Carolina’s
2016 “bathroom bill.” In Tennessee, the bills are becoming law despite letters of opposition from
prominent business interests.
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According to the bill signed Monday, the required sign outside the public bathroom or other facility
would say: “This facility maintains a policy of allowing the use of restrooms by either biological
sex, regardless of the designation on the restroom.”

However, questions remain about how the law will be enforced and what, if any, consequences
will stem from ignoring it. The law doesn't spell out fines, penalties or any other mechanism to
ensure the signs are put up when required.

Republican Rep. Tim Rudd, the bill's sponsor, said no state department will oversee compliance
with the law. Instead, Rudd said, local district attorneys could seek a court order to require a facility
to post the sign. If an entity refused to comply, “it would open the door for whatever judicial
remedies the court deems appropriate,” Rudd said.
Additionally, it’s possible that noncompliance could lead to civil liability, Rudd said.

“Whether you’re a man or woman, don’t you want to know who might be waiting on the other side
of a bathroom door when you go in?” Rudd said in a statement. “Everyone has a reasonable
expectation to the right of privacy and dignity when using the restroom.”

The American Civil Liberties Union of Tennessee has said the legislation is “impermissible
compelled speech, in violation of the First Amendment, and raises substantial due process and
equal protection concerns.”
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While the measure is likely to face constitutional challenges, no lawsuit had been filed as of
Tuesday morning.

Additionally, this year, Lee has signed legislation to require school districts to alert parents 30
days in advance before students are taught about sexual orientation or gender identity. Parents
could also opt their student out of the lesson. The requirement would not apply when a teacher is
responding to a student’s question or referring to a historic figure or group.

He has one more bill awaiting his action that LGBTQ advocates have opposed — a ban on genderaffirming medical treatment for transgender minors, including the use of puberty blockers and
hormone therapy. Arkansas approved a similar version earlier this year over a veto from
Republican Gov. Asa Hutchinson.
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Tennessee Transgender Student 'bathroom bill' Clears State Senate by Yue Stella Yu
A bill allowing Tennessee students, teachers, and school employees to refuse to share bathrooms
and locker rooms with their transgender peers cleared the Tennessee Senate 21-7 Wednesday
morning.
A similar measure passed the House 65-24 Monday night. The Senate bill, which includes slightly
different language, is expected to pass the House and head to Gov. Bill Lee's desk.
The initiative, carried by Sen. Mike Bell, R-Riceville, and Rep. Jason Zachary, R-Knoxville,
would allow students, teachers, and staff to refuse sharing certain school facilities — including
bathrooms, locker rooms and dorms — with transgender students and sue public schools that do
not provide them with "reasonable accommodations."
Zachary previously told The Tennessean his bill would create a "clear path forward" for school
officials confused over how to handle student bathroom access. But the bill raised opposition from
LGBTQ rights advocates, who say the legislation discriminates against transgender children by
requiring them to access facilities contrary their gender identity.
Under the legislation, public school administrators would decide what to do if students and staff
refuse to share bathrooms, locker rooms and sleeping quarters with others for any reason. Those
who make the request must submit it in writing and would have the ability to appeal or even sue
the schools afterward if their request is not granted.
The bill establishes a detailed appeal process if a request is denied. Those who want to appeal must
notify the school beforehand, work with the school administration and could eventually go through
a hearing where the request is heard.
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Schools could get sued if students encounter someone with the opposite biological sex in the same
changing room, shower room, bathroom or other facilities, according to the bill language. Any
lawsuit must be brought within a year after the complaint against the school arises, the bill says.
The bill does not carve out exceptions for transgender students, whose sex at birth does not align
with their gender identity. Accommodations would not include allowing students and teachers to
use bathrooms designed for their opposite biological sex, or asking the schools to construct extra
facilities to accommodate their needs, the bill specifies.
The Senate version of the bill lays out a more detailed process for an accommodation request,
which would require the principal to approve or deny the request in writing. If the principal denies
the request, they should include the reasoning in the decision. The request process would only
apply to students, teachers and other school staff.
The bill drew concerns from Democratic lawmakers during floor debates in both chambers.
Sen. Jeff Yarbro, D-Nashville, pointed to the fiscal note of the bill, which details potential costs
for litigation if the bill becomes law.
"The proposed language may result in increases in state and local expenditures associated with
compliance measures and potential civil litigation," the fiscal note reads.
Zachary assured his colleagues Monday the bill would not invite lawsuits. However, the note cites
two federal laws the bill could violate.
One is Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which requires employers to protect the rights of
transgender employees. The other is the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, or FERPA,
which bars schools from disclosing confidential student information, including their gender
identity.
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"We are putting our schools in a place where they are going to be violating federal law," Yarbro
said. "It doesn't help our schools navigate this situation, and it certainly doesn't help the students
who are targeted."
Sen. Heidi Campbell, D-Nashville, said she talked to dozens of transgender people and their
families. The bill, she said, is one of many targeting transgender students in Tennessee.
"There are human beings on the other side of these votes who will have to live with the fallout,"
she said. "And I just ask us to consider: What harm are they causing us? Why are we trying to get
into people's bedrooms and doctors' offices and bathrooms and families? Is that the role of
government?"
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